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Pauline Curnier Jardin

Pauline Curnier Jardin (born 1980, Marseille, France) is a visual artist working mainly in film, installation, performance and drawing.

All images Courtesy by the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects 

She lives in Rome and Berlin. In her work, Curnier Jardin has revisited Joan of Arc, Bernadette Soubirous, the Goddess Demeter, the birth of Jesus and his saint
Family, the Anatomical theatre of the Renaissance, as well as pagan and catholic rites in Central and Southern Europe. In 2019 she was awarded the Preis der
Nationalgalerie. Working across the mediums of drawing, performance, music, installation, and film, Curnier Jardin, use an approach that combines ethnography and
fantasy; with a particular awareness of the role’s women have played in mythology, folklore, and conventional narrative cinema; roles that are commonly stereotyped
as saint, witch, mother, or mystic.
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Corpo e identità di genere. La mostra di Pauline
Curnier Jardin a Genova

Da Pinksummer, a Genova, va in mostra la ri�essione di Pauline Curnier Jardin sul mondo delle sex
worker, da sempre vittime di pregiudizi ed emarginazione

 

Le lucciole, animali notturni che incantano nel buio, possiedono il dono dell’evanescenza, la

loro luce intermittente ampli�ca il loro essere ina�errabili ma anche la loro condizione di

labilità. Forse per questo chi vive nella penombra dispensando piaceri passeggeri può essere

chiamato “lucciola”. L’immaginario attorno alla vita delle sex worker è nebuloso, ammantato

di tabù, avvolto in un silenzio che ne pregiudica il riconoscimento professionale: operando

senza tutele e garanzie, hanno vissuto duramente le restrizioni pandemiche sul piano

economico e occupazionale nel totale abbandono.

Pauline Curnier Jardin & Feel Good Cooperative. Fireflies (lucciole). Exhibition view at Pinksummer, Genova 2022. Photo Alice
Moschin

LA MOSTRA DI PAULINE CURNIER JARDIN A GENOVA

L’attenzione di Pauline Curnier Jardin (Marsiglia, 1980) alla loro condizione e ai temi del

potere nell’ipersessualizzazione del corpo ha ispirato la creazione di Fire�ies (Lucciole), un

�lm a colori inframezzato da sequenze in bianco e nero, girato nel 2020 durante il primo

lockdown e presentato alla galleria Pinksummer di Genova. 

Proiettato dentro un ambiente raccolto che ricorda un piccolo cinema d’essai, il �lm è un

viaggio notturno dai contorni magici nel loro mondo dove luci e ombre, oscurità e nudità sono

metafora d’incontro, di scoperta, di disvelamento delle loro vite. Curnier Jardin le segue nel

loro apparire e scomparire dai cigli della strada alle radure erbose, nel rivelare la loro �sicità
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queer scolpita nella carne, nel muoversi sinuosamente ed eroticamente nel loro habitat: la

natura sembra proteggerle da una realtà di sfruttamento ma ne rivela anche la solitudine, la

loro alterità �sica ed esistenziale, il loro vivere ai margini.
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CORPO E IDENTITÀ DI GENERE SECONDO PAULINE CURNIER
JARDIN

In quest’opera di denuncia l’artista francese dà spazio all’indagine dell’arcaico, del

perturbante, del grottesco per ri�ettere non solo sull’identità di genere ma anche su una

cultura che sacri�ca il corpo trasformandolo nell’oggetto di un “martirio sociale” all’interno

di una contraddizione secolare tra sacro e profano, lecito e occultato. Un corpo morti�cato

sull’altare del capitalismo produttivo, vilipeso da un linguaggio che, secondo l’artista,

dovrebbe essere più paci�co, desessualizzato, ecologico. 

Una presa di coscienza intensi�cata per contrasto dalla leggerezza della seconda sala, dove

Curnier Jardin ha ideato una specie di boudoir di pizzi che scendono dal so�tto, contornato

dai disegni erotici realizzati a più mani insieme a un gruppo di prostitute colombiane di Roma

e al collettivo Feel Good Cooperative, fondato dall’artista stessa con alcune delle sex worker in

seguito alla realizzazione del �lm.

– Marinella Paderni

ACQUISTA QUI il libro Goldrausch

EVENTI D'ARTE IN CORSO A GENOVA
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    The Age of Love 
Chapter IV:
Love and Poverty 
and Joy: Pauline 
Curnier Jardin by Chus Martínez

Column

Something that interests me lately is poverty. Poverty not only as a notion, but as 
an experience. It seems to me that the whole of Western culture and its institutions 
are premised on the assumption that reality and life only exist “above” the poverty 
line. Poverty is based on a conception of the real that is comparable to the flotation 
line in ships. We only see the part of the vessel that is above water, and this is 
the only tangible reality we take into account. Below that line all is submerged. 
Poverty seems to function as a state of negation, as an impossible state that, 
once overcome, gives birth to the real world. As if no cultural dynamics, desires, or 
realizations existed beforehand. 
Western culture loves binary divides: divine/human, conscious/unconscious, 
above ground /underground. These divisions narrate the history of a set of actions 
that are synchronized with a certain sense of reality and agency. Poverty is an 
involuntary state, and is therefore also a passive state of being. In poverty we 
endure. In wealth, we act; we are in full possession of our lives. True poverty is an 
involuntary social condition. No one wishes to be poor. Speaking in Aristotelian 
terms, we might consider this state to be the result of an accident, a mistake, 
or even systemic ignorance — that is, the system does not know better and is 
unable to secure wealth for everyone. And yet, those in poverty must not be held 
responsible for their condition, or for their actions. The moral debate on how 
responsible are we for involuntary actions — and by extension for involuntary 
states — is already an ancient one. It is at the core of the third part of Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics. There we find some very beautiful reflections. Aristotle, 
it seems, is prepared to regard growing old or dying — as well as breathing, 
falling asleep, or waking (in “De Partibus Animalium”) as things we do even 
though they are not, in general, products of our perception or desire. Related to 
these processes are those that originate in us without being “ordered” by our 
imagination or desire, such as being sexually aroused, blushing, frowning, raising 
one’s eyebrows, or even crying. He describes these states as “subintentional.” 
Like crying, poverty, it seems, is subintentional. And yet, we need philosophers, 
cultural theorists, storytellers, economists, as well as scientists, biologists, and 
educators, to invest in the proper understanding of poverty. Millions of individuals 
live in poverty; this means, literally, that they have a life. And this life needs to be 
respected and interpreted not through a lens of opacity and stupor, but with love. 
Yes. I do think love here has played and will play an important role. 
Since poverty cannot be an object of desire, Western love when encountering 
poverty must transform itself into the essence of caritas — literally meaning 
benevolence for the poor. We can sense how many societal problems have their 
origin in this shift from love to tolerance. Try to imagine the effect of this force, this 
energy that is gratuitously imposed on a person or a community in need. It works 
like a dam. A monstrous dam that impedes the right to fulfilment. Yes, fulfilment is 
also possible in poverty. How do I know? Because my grandmother and mother 
told me so. A cousin of my grandmother — the most cheerful person I’ve ever 
encountered, beside my grandfather — tired of listening to stories of poverty at 
family dinners, and instead decided to socialize these narratives as part of a village 
festival. She placed a row of chairs, six or seven, on a small stage and invited the 
elderly of the village to gather after dinner one summer night. She started telling 
a story of being hungry for a week. And in telling it, everyone started cracking up, 

Fat to Ashes, 2021. Film still. 20’ 55’’. 
Produced by Primitive Films. Courtesy of 
the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, 
Amsterdam.
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Ausgeblutet, Bled Out, Qu’un sang impur, 2019. 
Film still. Photography and ©Marc Domage. Courtesy 
of the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.

The Resurrection Plot, 2015. Performance view of the 
commission for Performa 15 – Pioneer Works, New 
York, 2015. Photography by Paula Court. Courtesy of 
the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.

Explosion Ma Baby, 2016. Film still. 9’. Courtesy of 
the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.
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Pauline Curnier Jardin and Feel Good Cooperative, 
Fireflies (Lucciole), 2021. Film stills. 7’. Courtesy of the 
artist; Feel Good Cooperative, Rome; and Ellen de 
Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.
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Pauline Curnier Jardin and Feel Good Cooperative, 
Fireflies (Lucciole), 2021. Film stills. 7’. Courtesy of the 
artist; Feel Good Cooperative, Rome; and Ellen de 
Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.
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laughing. The outer ring of the audience, we grandchildren, watched the scene in 
complete amazement. From that point on, people took the stage and narrated joys 
and events related to love and learning — interpretations of the world occurring 
under the harshest conditions you can imagine. You might separate their poverty 
— historically situated in a past we seem to have overcome, and to now control — 
from the poverty we see and know in our everyday lives. But they told us not to do 
this, and I believe their reasoning is correct. 
There is an exercise that is worth trying — a reflection on the language we use, 
the tools we create to navigate society, the millions of barriers we have invented. 
For example, yesterday a friend was commenting on the fact that museums 
are rapidly losing their audiences. Now, consider poverty and need and the safe 
space an art institution is able to create. Is there a way, within a culture devoted 
to “preservation,” to replace tourism with service to communities in need? I 
passionately think so. And here comes a complex question: Why did I choose the 
work of Pauline Curnier Jardin to be part of this text? Because, like Ingo Niermann 
and Alexa Karolinski’s Ocean of Love and Taloi Havini’s practice, discussed in 
previous chapters of this column, Pauline Curnier Jardin’s work exalts an intelligent 
joy. Throughout her career, Jardin has employed a wide range of materials and 
forms in an exploration of the fundamental language of film. Her work explores 
respiration, growth, and aging — among other involuntary processes — in the 
service of an expansive body of work that includes film, installation, performance, 
and sculpture. How does her language produce such enormous ripples in the 
heart, mind, and spirit? I experience Jardin’s work as an incredible effort to erase 
the binaries that divide conscious from unconscious processes. She doesn’t deal 
directly with poverty, but her work has a force that inspires an unprecedented 
willingness to entangle spheres of life that have been described as separated. 
Her use of film and physical objects insists on communicating thoughts to an 
audience that remains in a state of solitude — or in other words, she brings into 
play the mental powers we have while alone, while remaining open to inspiration 
while the soul pursues its difficult but fruitful solitary efforts.
We can feel our wisdom begin where the works end, and we understand that a 
big part of the task of setting a transformation in motion is to stop searching for 
answers and to immerse ourselves in the waters of motivation. Jardin awakens 
these desires in us only when she manages to give rise to the feeling that the work 
has told us nothing, and yet we’ve understood everything.

Pauline Curnier Jardin’s ongoing and upcoming solo exhibitions include: “Waiting for Agata, Sebastian and the 
rest of the Holy Children” at Index, The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm until December 13 
2021; “Bodies, Extra-ordinaires” at If I can't Dance I Don't want To be A Part Of Your Revolution, Amsterdam until 
January 31 2022; Pinksummer Contemporary Art, Genova from February 3 through April 15, 2022; ChertLüdde, 
Berlin opening April 29, 2022; FRAC Corsica – Corte, Corsica opening May 2022; CRAC Centre Régional d’Art 
Contemporain – Occitanie, Sète opening July 1, 2022; V–A–C, Moscow opening on October 22, 2022; and Centraal 
Museum Utrecht (forthcoming 2023).

Chus Martínez is head of the Art Institute at the FHNW Academy of Arts and Design in Basel, and the 2021–22 
curator of Ocean Space, Venice, TBA21–Academy’s center for catalyzing ocean literacy, research, and advocacy 
through the arts. Previously she led “The Current II” (2018–20), a project initiated by TBA21–Academy. “The Current” 
is the inspiration behind “Art is Ocean,” a series of seminars and conferences that examines the artist’s role in 
conceiving a new experience of nature.

Passions, Possessions, Processions, 2011–
2021. Installation view at Art Basel 2021. 
Photography by Jeroen de Smalen. Courtesy 
of the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, 
Amsterdam.

Peaux de Dames, 2020. Detail. Photography by Galeria Municipal do Porto / Dinis 
Santos. Courtesy of the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.

Peaux de Dames, 2018. Detail. Installation 
view of “In the Hot Flashes Forest” at 
Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für 
Gegenwart, Berlin, 2019. Photography by 
Luca Girardini. Courtesy of the artist and 
Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.
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this, and I believe their reasoning is correct. 
There is an exercise that is worth trying — a reflection on the language we use, 
the tools we create to navigate society, the millions of barriers we have invented. 
For example, yesterday a friend was commenting on the fact that museums 
are rapidly losing their audiences. Now, consider poverty and need and the safe 
space an art institution is able to create. Is there a way, within a culture devoted 
to “preservation,” to replace tourism with service to communities in need? I 
passionately think so. And here comes a complex question: Why did I choose the 
work of Pauline Curnier Jardin to be part of this text? Because, like Ingo Niermann 
and Alexa Karolinski’s Ocean of Love and Taloi Havini’s practice, discussed in 
previous chapters of this column, Pauline Curnier Jardin’s work exalts an intelligent 
joy. Throughout her career, Jardin has employed a wide range of materials and 
forms in an exploration of the fundamental language of film. Her work explores 
respiration, growth, and aging — among other involuntary processes — in the 
service of an expansive body of work that includes film, installation, performance, 
and sculpture. How does her language produce such enormous ripples in the 
heart, mind, and spirit? I experience Jardin’s work as an incredible effort to erase 
the binaries that divide conscious from unconscious processes. She doesn’t deal 
directly with poverty, but her work has a force that inspires an unprecedented 
willingness to entangle spheres of life that have been described as separated. 
Her use of film and physical objects insists on communicating thoughts to an 
audience that remains in a state of solitude — or in other words, she brings into 
play the mental powers we have while alone, while remaining open to inspiration 
while the soul pursues its difficult but fruitful solitary efforts.
We can feel our wisdom begin where the works end, and we understand that a 
big part of the task of setting a transformation in motion is to stop searching for 
answers and to immerse ourselves in the waters of motivation. Jardin awakens 
these desires in us only when she manages to give rise to the feeling that the work 
has told us nothing, and yet we’ve understood everything.

Pauline Curnier Jardin’s ongoing and upcoming solo exhibitions include: “Waiting for Agata, Sebastian and the 
rest of the Holy Children” at Index, The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm until December 13 
2021; “Bodies, Extra-ordinaires” at If I can't Dance I Don't want To be A Part Of Your Revolution, Amsterdam until 
January 31 2022; Pinksummer Contemporary Art, Genova from February 3 through April 15, 2022; ChertLüdde, 
Berlin opening April 29, 2022; FRAC Corsica – Corte, Corsica opening May 2022; CRAC Centre Régional d’Art 
Contemporain – Occitanie, Sète opening July 1, 2022; V–A–C, Moscow opening on October 22, 2022; and Centraal 
Museum Utrecht (forthcoming 2023).

Chus Martínez is head of the Art Institute at the FHNW Academy of Arts and Design in Basel, and the 2021–22 
curator of Ocean Space, Venice, TBA21–Academy’s center for catalyzing ocean literacy, research, and advocacy 
through the arts. Previously she led “The Current II” (2018–20), a project initiated by TBA21–Academy. “The Current” 
is the inspiration behind “Art is Ocean,” a series of seminars and conferences that examines the artist’s role in 
conceiving a new experience of nature.
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Santos. Courtesy of the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.

Peaux de Dames, 2018. Detail. Installation 
view of “In the Hot Flashes Forest” at 
Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für 
Gegenwart, Berlin, 2019. Photography by 
Luca Girardini. Courtesy of the artist and 
Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.
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has been always an issue in Marseille. For example, 
not long ago, there were not many ways to go to Les 
Calanques, a very beautiful natural marine landscape. 
Nowadays there are two underground lines that connect 
the north of the city with the sea. Leftist politicians who 
were in charge in the city council built those lines. That 
mayor was one of the most corrupt we ever had, he was 
even connected with the drug mafia. But he had this 
idea of building up underground lines from the north to 
take all the population – mostly consisting of Algerians 
and Moroccans – to the city beaches. He also built two 
kilometres of beaches in the city centre saying that every 
Marseillaise needs to go to the beach. The beach is for 
everybody, not only for the tourists. And I think that is 
awesome. The idea, the concept behind it, is that many 
people living in those areas never get to see the sea. I 
think it was a nice gesture.

MM: You are a fan of processions and rituals. Can you 
tell us about Marseille and its ritualistic forms? How 
much of it is theatre and how much is ritual?

PCJ: Well, I want to say something else about Marseille 
that maybe answers this question. The city is like a big 
theatre, and of course people are very theatrical. They 
comment on everything, sometimes to make friends, 
sometimes to tease you. Now and again, it is really 
annoying, but some other times is beautiful. You find 
people just laughing, enjoying life. Fantastic humans 
comment on each other. If you wear a hat, they would say, 
“Ha! You are wearing a hat!” One can find this kind of 
behaviour in the writings of Marcel Pagnol, the novelist 
of Marseille. When you read his books, you understand 
the whole thing about being annoying and being great at 
the same time, just like the Marseillaise.

MM: I like happy people, people that smile, it makes my 
day easier. I wonder if the role of women in the south of 
France is like in southern Spain, where I am from, or 
even southern Italy – which is very similar to Spain.

PCJ: When you grow up in Marseille, being a 
prepubescent woman is hell, meaning that you have 
to go through the hell of constant comments. At this 
point I need to talk about the harbour, open to the sea 
and welcoming everyone. Like the city, it’s a gigantic 
theatre that includes prostitutes, sailors, immigrants 
and generally poor people as actors. It has this sort of 
mythology, an extraordinary cosmology for misery and 
trouble. The seaport, like every seaport, is a point for 
exchange and trade. Needless to say, the themes I am 
treating in my work such as sex work, a certain type of 
femininity, or to be over-feminine come from here. A lot 
of women are dressed like sex workers, but they aren’t. 
At the same time, they know how to reply to men when 
they are bothered as confidently as a sex worker, with 
the same impudence and arrogance as a sex worker. So, 
this is how the women of Marseille are, and that was my 
model (laughs).

MM: I see, that is why your pieces are so worldly and 
theatrical...

PCJ: Yes, a theatre of the world!

MM: Speaking of womanhood, I came to see your 
piece about menopausal women, Bled out/Qu’un sang 
impur around three times. It left me speechless. It was 
so different, so empowering, it really has stuck in my 
mind, making me wonder about maturity, sexual desire, 
femininity and reproduction. Where does your interest in 
menopausal women come from?

PCJ: It comes from different places. Even though I’m still 
young, I always wanted to be a granny. I’ve been looking 
forward to being an old lady since I was a child.

MM: Really?

PCJ: Of course! I think all women are fantastic.

MM: Aren’t you afraid of growing old?

PCJ: Je ne sais pas. Maybe I don’t see the reality. On the 
other hand, to answer your question, yes, I’m scared of 
not being physically able to do things. I’m worried about 
the degeneration of my body in the physical sense. Now 
I’m 41 years old, and I have never felt really bad, even after 
having two children. I’m quite amazed by grannies, by 
the figure of the grandmother, and of course by my two 
grandmothers, especially one of them. 
My grandmother was a huge influence on me. She had a 
remarkable way of telling a story. She’d sit in front of the 
TV and tell stories. She collected horror movies on VHS 
and taxidermized animals. She was into lingerie coquine. 
Not for herself, yet she would buy the most outrageously 
sexy underwear for my cousins, dressing them like dolls. 
In addition, she had a strong sense of femininity and 
enjoyed it even when she was very old. Having someone 
like that gives you a lot of strength and somehow a 
trajectory for the future that’s hopeful. I carry her with me 
in my personal style. She was very inspiring.

MM: I can imagine that!

PCJ: Perhaps when my grandfather died, she discovered 
that sort of sensuality through her female grandchildren.

MM: So, this is why your piece Bled Out focuses on 
menopausal women and their sexual empowerment? And 
the bleeding! In my research I did not find anyone who 
dealt with old women’s sexuality in this way…

PCJ: For me, blood has another meaning. It’s related to 
our period and the reason why we bleed periodically. 
Once you get the blood between your legs, it isn’t a sign 
of death, pain, or wounds anymore. It’s a sign of life, of a 
cycle that has the potential of reproduction. And for the 
ones who have the chance, or luck, it is a choice. Think of 

With a career spanning over twenty years, Pauline 
Curnier Jardin, born in 1980 (Marseille, France) divides 
her time between Berlin and Rome. Her layered practice 
moves across different media such as film, installation, 
performance and drawing. Through film, as an 
anthropological tool for research, she explores topics such 
as cosmology, the universe, society, capitalism, hyper-
celebration, folklore, the allegory of the different, identity, 
polysemic characters, sexuality and cruelty, unutterable 
desires, perversions, martyrs and torture, and vernacular 
religion.
 Jean Genet’s Un chant d’amour (1950), a 
homoerotic cult movie that depicts a prison full of horny 
young inmates, set in motion the approach for Curnier 
Jardin’s movie,  Bled Out/Qu’un sang impur  – a disturbing 
film about killer grannies who regained the ability to 
menstruate, which made her win the German Preis der 
Nationalgalerie in 2019. The reappearance of bodily f luids 
signalled a sexual and murderous desire that results in 
them killing young men who crossed their paths. Through 
historical homages, double meanings, and feminist winks 
and nods, Curnier Jardin never shies away from making 
connections that serve her social explorations – in this 
case, the sexuality of mature women. 
 Prior to this, in 2016, Curnier Jardin filmed her 
chant d’amour to Mediterranean processions in honour of 
Saint Sebastian. Explosion Ma Baby is a sensorial typhoon 
of Dionysian excess. In a crowded procession, families 
bring newborns to the saint. This baroque, citywide 
celebration radiates a kind of Bacchic joy – both cathartic 
and liberating. During the Covid pandemic, Pauline was 
locked down in Rome, and she could not travel to her 
dear Easter processions. Thus, she made a video collage 
of Easter masses and processions found on Facebook. Le 
Lente Passioni (Slow Passions) presents two or three socially 
distanced people performing the usual religious rites and 
choreographies. Like the orgiastic grannies serving their 
post-menstrual prison sentences, these private worshipers 
have to seek ecstasy alone.
 In 2021, she had her first solo institutional 
exhibitions, at Index Foundation in Stockholm, Sweden 
and at Hamburger Bahnhof Berlin, Germany. I met her at 
the latter, where she took me into her unique arena: a large-
scale salmon pink amphitheater – which brings to mind 
both bread and the circus in ancient Rome – with a film 
installation as the centre of the spectacle. Reminiscent of 
her dear friend Ana Pinto’s text Brest is Best, this work, 
titled Fat to Ashes, taps into what Sacher-Masoch called 
“the mysterious affinity between cruelty and lust” – the 
symbolism of amputation, bodily mortification, and the 
way early Christianity redefined the relationship between 
the body, the underworld, and social order. Meat, skin, 
wax, confetti, blood, intestines, smells, ritual, alcohol, 
excess, fat and ashes are some of the materials the artist 
shows here. Carnivalesque transformations, processions, 
and the violence of patriarchal rituals are its content and 
formal attributes. Our conversation revolves precisely 
around these and other malformations created by 
patriarchy.

María Muñoz: How does growing up in Marseille, a place 
of cultural crossroads and religious syncretism, permeate 
you as a person and, of course, as an artist? 

Pauline Curnier Jardin: I think Marseille is the main 
source of my inspiration for a certain tone, a certain colour. 
If you know Marseille, you can easily recognise how 
much of it is in me. The city has a very special femininity 
– and masculinity too. It has a very special gender identity 
which is truly inspiring. And I am made up of that. If we 
talk about inspiration to create art, the artist is one part of 
myself, but this ‘myself’ is made by the city.

MM: What about the Mediterranean style? I think 
Mediterranean cities look alike.

PCJ: Yes. The Mediterranean, of course, is very present 
in me. It’s true that every big Mediterranean city has this 
very Mediterranean specificity. In this sense, Marseille 
is a very superstitious place. It’s very messy, chaotic, it 
smells, it stinks, it’s kind of vulgar, it’s excessive… But 
also, it’s a very popular city – it is a poor city, just to be 
clear! Nevertheless, I must say that I have been super 
inspired by Marseillaise women.

MM: Moreover, it’s a mestizo place: Europeans, 
Maghrebis, people from the Sub-Sahara...

PCJ: I would say that it’s a very Algerian city, it’s amazing. 
Did you know that some Africans name Marseille the 
most north-east African city? And to be honest, it’s true. 
The thing is that I wasn’t even aware of this diversity 
until I moved somewhere else in the north [of France] 
where there were no Africans, at least not as many as 
in Marseille. The place is very peculiar, it has a kind of 
unique cosmology. The mixture is great, it’s cosmopolitan, 
very mixed, and that crazy combination makes it 
extraordinary. Marseille is very Catholic but very Muslim 
at the same time. This syncretism is similar to what you 
would notice, I guess, if you go to Jerusalem or Tel Aviv. 
Actually, when I was in Beirut, I kind of felt like I was at 
home.

MM: Last year I was In Marseille during Manifesta, the 
nomadic biennial. It was hard as it was the first summer 
during Covid and everything was very uncertain, even 
more than now. Leaving aside the strange situation, I 
thought that we don’t have this kind of integration in our 
cities in Spain despite being one of the closest points to 
North Africa. I believe in Spain, immigrant communities 
are much more separated. I noticed this kind of cohabiting 
integration in Palermo (Sicily) as well – they even have a 
procession dedicated to a saint where different religions 
parade together.

PCJ: Yes, probably the story of this integration must have 
been horrible, but somehow now there is cohabitation. 
The north of the city is the poorest and maybe the most 
isolated, but connections are better now. Public transport 
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has been always an issue in Marseille. For example, 
not long ago, there were not many ways to go to Les 
Calanques, a very beautiful natural marine landscape. 
Nowadays there are two underground lines that connect 
the north of the city with the sea. Leftist politicians who 
were in charge in the city council built those lines. That 
mayor was one of the most corrupt we ever had, he was 
even connected with the drug mafia. But he had this 
idea of building up underground lines from the north to 
take all the population – mostly consisting of Algerians 
and Moroccans – to the city beaches. He also built two 
kilometres of beaches in the city centre saying that every 
Marseillaise needs to go to the beach. The beach is for 
everybody, not only for the tourists. And I think that is 
awesome. The idea, the concept behind it, is that many 
people living in those areas never get to see the sea. I 
think it was a nice gesture.

MM: You are a fan of processions and rituals. Can you 
tell us about Marseille and its ritualistic forms? How 
much of it is theatre and how much is ritual?

PCJ: Well, I want to say something else about Marseille 
that maybe answers this question. The city is like a big 
theatre, and of course people are very theatrical. They 
comment on everything, sometimes to make friends, 
sometimes to tease you. Now and again, it is really 
annoying, but some other times is beautiful. You find 
people just laughing, enjoying life. Fantastic humans 
comment on each other. If you wear a hat, they would say, 
“Ha! You are wearing a hat!” One can find this kind of 
behaviour in the writings of Marcel Pagnol, the novelist 
of Marseille. When you read his books, you understand 
the whole thing about being annoying and being great at 
the same time, just like the Marseillaise.

MM: I like happy people, people that smile, it makes my 
day easier. I wonder if the role of women in the south of 
France is like in southern Spain, where I am from, or 
even southern Italy – which is very similar to Spain.

PCJ: When you grow up in Marseille, being a 
prepubescent woman is hell, meaning that you have 
to go through the hell of constant comments. At this 
point I need to talk about the harbour, open to the sea 
and welcoming everyone. Like the city, it’s a gigantic 
theatre that includes prostitutes, sailors, immigrants 
and generally poor people as actors. It has this sort of 
mythology, an extraordinary cosmology for misery and 
trouble. The seaport, like every seaport, is a point for 
exchange and trade. Needless to say, the themes I am 
treating in my work such as sex work, a certain type of 
femininity, or to be over-feminine come from here. A lot 
of women are dressed like sex workers, but they aren’t. 
At the same time, they know how to reply to men when 
they are bothered as confidently as a sex worker, with 
the same impudence and arrogance as a sex worker. So, 
this is how the women of Marseille are, and that was my 
model (laughs).

MM: I see, that is why your pieces are so worldly and 
theatrical...

PCJ: Yes, a theatre of the world!

MM: Speaking of womanhood, I came to see your 
piece about menopausal women, Bled out/Qu’un sang 
impur around three times. It left me speechless. It was 
so different, so empowering, it really has stuck in my 
mind, making me wonder about maturity, sexual desire, 
femininity and reproduction. Where does your interest in 
menopausal women come from?

PCJ: It comes from different places. Even though I’m still 
young, I always wanted to be a granny. I’ve been looking 
forward to being an old lady since I was a child.

MM: Really?

PCJ: Of course! I think all women are fantastic.

MM: Aren’t you afraid of growing old?

PCJ: Je ne sais pas. Maybe I don’t see the reality. On the 
other hand, to answer your question, yes, I’m scared of 
not being physically able to do things. I’m worried about 
the degeneration of my body in the physical sense. Now 
I’m 41 years old, and I have never felt really bad, even after 
having two children. I’m quite amazed by grannies, by 
the figure of the grandmother, and of course by my two 
grandmothers, especially one of them. 
My grandmother was a huge influence on me. She had a 
remarkable way of telling a story. She’d sit in front of the 
TV and tell stories. She collected horror movies on VHS 
and taxidermized animals. She was into lingerie coquine. 
Not for herself, yet she would buy the most outrageously 
sexy underwear for my cousins, dressing them like dolls. 
In addition, she had a strong sense of femininity and 
enjoyed it even when she was very old. Having someone 
like that gives you a lot of strength and somehow a 
trajectory for the future that’s hopeful. I carry her with me 
in my personal style. She was very inspiring.

MM: I can imagine that!

PCJ: Perhaps when my grandfather died, she discovered 
that sort of sensuality through her female grandchildren.

MM: So, this is why your piece Bled Out focuses on 
menopausal women and their sexual empowerment? And 
the bleeding! In my research I did not find anyone who 
dealt with old women’s sexuality in this way…

PCJ: For me, blood has another meaning. It’s related to 
our period and the reason why we bleed periodically. 
Once you get the blood between your legs, it isn’t a sign 
of death, pain, or wounds anymore. It’s a sign of life, of a 
cycle that has the potential of reproduction. And for the 
ones who have the chance, or luck, it is a choice. Think of 

With a career spanning over twenty years, Pauline 
Curnier Jardin, born in 1980 (Marseille, France) divides 
her time between Berlin and Rome. Her layered practice 
moves across different media such as film, installation, 
performance and drawing. Through film, as an 
anthropological tool for research, she explores topics such 
as cosmology, the universe, society, capitalism, hyper-
celebration, folklore, the allegory of the different, identity, 
polysemic characters, sexuality and cruelty, unutterable 
desires, perversions, martyrs and torture, and vernacular 
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 Jean Genet’s Un chant d’amour (1950), a 
homoerotic cult movie that depicts a prison full of horny 
young inmates, set in motion the approach for Curnier 
Jardin’s movie,  Bled Out/Qu’un sang impur  – a disturbing 
film about killer grannies who regained the ability to 
menstruate, which made her win the German Preis der 
Nationalgalerie in 2019. The reappearance of bodily f luids 
signalled a sexual and murderous desire that results in 
them killing young men who crossed their paths. Through 
historical homages, double meanings, and feminist winks 
and nods, Curnier Jardin never shies away from making 
connections that serve her social explorations – in this 
case, the sexuality of mature women. 
 Prior to this, in 2016, Curnier Jardin filmed her 
chant d’amour to Mediterranean processions in honour of 
Saint Sebastian. Explosion Ma Baby is a sensorial typhoon 
of Dionysian excess. In a crowded procession, families 
bring newborns to the saint. This baroque, citywide 
celebration radiates a kind of Bacchic joy – both cathartic 
and liberating. During the Covid pandemic, Pauline was 
locked down in Rome, and she could not travel to her 
dear Easter processions. Thus, she made a video collage 
of Easter masses and processions found on Facebook. Le 
Lente Passioni (Slow Passions) presents two or three socially 
distanced people performing the usual religious rites and 
choreographies. Like the orgiastic grannies serving their 
post-menstrual prison sentences, these private worshipers 
have to seek ecstasy alone.
 In 2021, she had her first solo institutional 
exhibitions, at Index Foundation in Stockholm, Sweden 
and at Hamburger Bahnhof Berlin, Germany. I met her at 
the latter, where she took me into her unique arena: a large-
scale salmon pink amphitheater – which brings to mind 
both bread and the circus in ancient Rome – with a film 
installation as the centre of the spectacle. Reminiscent of 
her dear friend Ana Pinto’s text Brest is Best, this work, 
titled Fat to Ashes, taps into what Sacher-Masoch called 
“the mysterious affinity between cruelty and lust” – the 
symbolism of amputation, bodily mortification, and the 
way early Christianity redefined the relationship between 
the body, the underworld, and social order. Meat, skin, 
wax, confetti, blood, intestines, smells, ritual, alcohol, 
excess, fat and ashes are some of the materials the artist 
shows here. Carnivalesque transformations, processions, 
and the violence of patriarchal rituals are its content and 
formal attributes. Our conversation revolves precisely 
around these and other malformations created by 
patriarchy.

María Muñoz: How does growing up in Marseille, a place 
of cultural crossroads and religious syncretism, permeate 
you as a person and, of course, as an artist? 

Pauline Curnier Jardin: I think Marseille is the main 
source of my inspiration for a certain tone, a certain colour. 
If you know Marseille, you can easily recognise how 
much of it is in me. The city has a very special femininity 
– and masculinity too. It has a very special gender identity 
which is truly inspiring. And I am made up of that. If we 
talk about inspiration to create art, the artist is one part of 
myself, but this ‘myself’ is made by the city.

MM: What about the Mediterranean style? I think 
Mediterranean cities look alike.

PCJ: Yes. The Mediterranean, of course, is very present 
in me. It’s true that every big Mediterranean city has this 
very Mediterranean specificity. In this sense, Marseille 
is a very superstitious place. It’s very messy, chaotic, it 
smells, it stinks, it’s kind of vulgar, it’s excessive… But 
also, it’s a very popular city – it is a poor city, just to be 
clear! Nevertheless, I must say that I have been super 
inspired by Marseillaise women.

MM: Moreover, it’s a mestizo place: Europeans, 
Maghrebis, people from the Sub-Sahara...

PCJ: I would say that it’s a very Algerian city, it’s amazing. 
Did you know that some Africans name Marseille the 
most north-east African city? And to be honest, it’s true. 
The thing is that I wasn’t even aware of this diversity 
until I moved somewhere else in the north [of France] 
where there were no Africans, at least not as many as 
in Marseille. The place is very peculiar, it has a kind of 
unique cosmology. The mixture is great, it’s cosmopolitan, 
very mixed, and that crazy combination makes it 
extraordinary. Marseille is very Catholic but very Muslim 
at the same time. This syncretism is similar to what you 
would notice, I guess, if you go to Jerusalem or Tel Aviv. 
Actually, when I was in Beirut, I kind of felt like I was at 
home.

MM: Last year I was In Marseille during Manifesta, the 
nomadic biennial. It was hard as it was the first summer 
during Covid and everything was very uncertain, even 
more than now. Leaving aside the strange situation, I 
thought that we don’t have this kind of integration in our 
cities in Spain despite being one of the closest points to 
North Africa. I believe in Spain, immigrant communities 
are much more separated. I noticed this kind of cohabiting 
integration in Palermo (Sicily) as well – they even have a 
procession dedicated to a saint where different religions 
parade together.

PCJ: Yes, probably the story of this integration must have 
been horrible, but somehow now there is cohabitation. 
The north of the city is the poorest and maybe the most 
isolated, but connections are better now. Public transport 
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Solo Pour Genevieve, 2018, mixed media Installation.

Courtesy of the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.  
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Qu’un sang impur, 2019, Courtesy of the artist 

and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam. 
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about their condition. They are going to look at each other 
to see if one is happier than the other. This is not a happy 
life: having no choice to do anything else is not happiness 
but resignation. Then again, as Virginie Despentes would 
say, it’s like being an unpaid whore, and this is horrible. 
You are a sex worker in your own home. Of course, it will 
bring a lot of frustrations!
When I look back at the generation of my grandmother, 
I see there was a lot of frustration. At that time, I believe 
there weren’t many women who wanted to have children. 
But probably, anyhow, after the war, having a child was the 
only way to subsist. A gesture of surviving, because after 
horror, it’s a very organic and natural way to keep afloat. 
However, at those times, children, especially babies, were 
not regarded as persons. It’s very new that we consider 
babies human beings. For instance, nowadays, when a 
baby is crying, we know that they are in pain, or something 
is wrong. Before, at the time of my grandmother, they 
put them in a separate room and lock them away because 
there was the general idea that children often make drama 
and must learn to behave. Imagine the tension between a 
woman totally frustrated at home, and then this idea that 
when the kid is crying you have to let them cry and put 
them away. What a situation! Definitively we are better 
off now.

MM: Right, it’s getting better, especially here in the 
north, fathers and the male figure have a much greater 
participation in the parenting process. They have long 
paternity leaves and sometimes they stay at home while 
the mother works outside. I can tell you in Spain it is not 
like this, at least not among the people I know. And the 
government policy is light years away from co-parenting.

PCJ: This is a territory I never approached in Spain, even 
though I have several connections to your country. Did 
you know that I was supposed to be a f lamenco dancer?

MM: How come?

PCJ: Yes, I studied f lamenco for eight years. I was the 
youngest f lamenco student in France, I started at the age 
of ten. As a kid, when I was six, I travelled to Seville and 
I saw an old woman, a f lamenco dancer. Watching that 
powerful woman – I reckon she was around sixty, seventy 
– entering on stage and rocking down the place, I thought, 
yeah, that is what I want to be. I believe that southern 
Spanish women, maybe not all of them, are very special.

MM: For sure we are (laughs), especially f lamenco 
dancers – they are deep and energetic. Moreover, 
matriarchy is very important there. In the axis of family 
management – taking into account that families are the 
smallest sociological organisation – southern women 
have a big role. The only problem is that it’s not socially 
recognised; needless to say, they aren’t paid. Still, almost 
25 years into the 21st century, when I’m in the south, I see 
families with three, four kids, where the man says, “My 
wife never needed to work.” And I think to myself, what 

the fuck? Taking care of the house, the husband and three 
or four kids is a full-time job! More than that, it’s a 24/7 job.

PCJ: I know! I also know that when they [men] come back 
from work, they have a drink at the bar (laughs).

MM: True! Well, this is changing, women go to bars too. 
But let’s move to professional factions. Do you think it 
is needed to specifically highlight female artists? Or, is 
gender not important, as opposed to the quality of the 
work or the artist’s talent?

PCJ: I don’t know, to be honest. I never look at myself 
thinking whether I am important enough to be featured in 
a show. I am mostly concentrated on my work.

MM: Yes, but I am talking about the feminine view. 
Female artists have another discourse, a different 
sensitivity – the latter applies to any job, including politics.

PCJ: Of course, if I can open opportunities for other 
women, I will do it.

MM: For instance, if you were offered to curate an 
exhibition, would you try to put more women in the 
line-up? 

PCJ: I don’t know, this is too speculative. I think if the 
artwork is good, I would select male artists as well. In my 
case, of course, the fact that I am taking a lot of space in this 
exhibition, Fat to Ashes, at Hamburger Bahnhof, it is sort of 
a statement. But there were already a lot of women artists 
taking a lot of space up before me. I am just continuing on 
that path. To be honest, if my work is opening possibilities 
to other women, it’s great! It’s an honour to empower 
them. Even more, it’s amazing, but I hope it will go further 
and empower everyone, not only women.

MM: I agree. Empowerment is a big part of your work. 
I believe that it has a very specific positioning and that it 
could be very inspiring for new young female artists, not 
only thematically but as a new road to explore. I’m not 
young, but it did have a big effect on me. Are you aware of 
this? 

PCJ: I understand, yes, but I hardly see it… At the end of 
the day, I am alone in my studio. I live in my own world, 
I’m not living surrounded by people giving me that kind 
of feedback or telling me that my work had an important 
impression on them, a major effect on them. This does not 
happen to me!

MM: Well, you are still young, maybe in a few years you 
will see it.

PCJ: Of course, and I hope so. I will be very f lattered.

MM: Nowadays, there is a tendency in the contemporary 
art scene that leans towards certain social issues, and I 

all the blood that’s lost during our periods. I had this image 
of every woman in the world bleeding together, young 
and old. It’s scary but pretty funny at the same time. Like 
a splatter movie once a month. It makes us quite powerful 
as women. 
There’s something intriguing about seeing an older woman 
bleeding between her legs. And I was always thinking 
how fun it would be to use this blood that is connected to 
life – since new lives are created through reproduction – as 
a substance to kill men. This is what happens in the film. 
It’s a funny horror-film trick. 

MM: (Laughs.) The revenge of the grannies for being 
taken apart. Because it seems that when we, women, pass 
the reproductive stage and our bodies wither away, we are 
no longer useful in the heteropatriarchal capitalist society. 
Did you once say that menopause is the last niche where 
capitalism cannot enter?

PCJ: I must clarify I’m not revolutionising anything as I’m 
very much inspired by French-turned-Barcelonian author 
Virginie Despentes when she says that she’s writing for 
the ugly, for the old – basically, for the women that are out 
of the market. Well, out of the male market. If you are not 
heterosexual maybe it’s another story.
I pretty much like this idea of old women being out of the 
reproduction system, out of the sex trade, and definitely 
out of the capitalist market. I always thought that it would 
be amazing to be out of the sex trade and simply stop being 
a sexual object. Because when you are young it’s very hard 
to find yourself outside of this sexual gaze. When I was a 
child, I kept thinking that I’ll have to wait until I become 
an old woman; for me it was the only way. Nowadays 
things have changed a bit, and I’ve found other ways. 
Thus, yes, maybe the menopause is the last niche where 
capitalism cannot go. Maybe it’s some kind of haven from 
it. But, to be honest, I don’t know enough about the real 
experience of it.

MM: Of course, you still have a decade ahead of you. 
In any case, we women have all these misconceptions – 
probably established by men too – about menopause: we 
have to take hormones to feel good or happy, we become 
weak, sexual desire goes away, etc. It’s actually treated as 
an illness.

PCJ: Yes! And you have to do more sports and so on. 
Maybe it’s true, but at some point your body will collapse 
anyway. I mean, you can always take medication, but 
that’s your choice.

MM: And what about the sexual desires of mature women, 
which you deal with in your work as well?

PCJ: There’s a huge misconception around sexuality 
and menopausal women. Sexually active women are 
much more open and freer after their forties. I started to 
interview a lot of women, close friends, even my mother. 
And I basically discovered that they all had much more 

fun sexually after the menopause. I can completely picture 
that. They told me their sex lives had gone into overdrive 
after 50. Then I thought, wow! If they have that, why is 
there so much mystery amongst them? And you know 
what, this is exactly what the film is showing. A bunch 
of mature women enjoying their sexual desire. The 
norm imagines that we, as grandmothers, spend our time 
making cakes for the kids, not having much to do except 
sitting on a bench chatting with our friends, like a retired 
person. But the fact is that we have much more fun in bed!

MM: So, it seems that going through the menopause is 
like having a fire burning within you. Thinking about the 
time of witches, holding rituals on the beach… There’s no 
doubt these women were menopausal. 

PCJ: I think there’s a lot of female strength that needs to be 
explored. I had this intuition that menopausal women have 
these dark superpowers! Imagine a menopausal horror 
movie. Older women going on killing sprees, seeking 
vengeance for young women who have been harassed. 
And I had another thought. If middle-aged men get viagra, 
why isn’t there a super libido enhancer for middle-aged 
women on the market? Imagine every menopausal woman 
in the world on fire and on the hunt for sex.

MM: That would be amazing! Maybe we don’t need 
viagra, it’s just a matter of not hiding our desire. So, let’s 
break this taboo and start supporting each other and 
ourselves against that false idea sponsored by the male 
gaze. And, talking about solidarity, there is a lot of talk 
about sorority. Do you think that women attack and 
discredit each other more than men?

PCJ: I think sometimes it’s true, we are very critical 
amongst ourselves. But, on the other hand, there is a whole 
profitable industry around it. There are some very popular 
American TV series picturing women bitching at each 
other and gossiping. It’s apparently the only thing that 
women can do together, especially middle-class American 
women. I must say that, in general, French women are in 
fact horrible between themselves, really! They are not 
supportive at all. Although I think it’s changing. I don’t 
know if I would call it sorority, but I feel there is a sort 
of awareness. Plus, I am thinking of our grandmothers, 
feminist thinkers and activists. There is an awareness 
from the new generations about what they have done, 
about causes they want to respect and support. 

MM: No doubt about that! In fact, I don’t know if this is, 
again, a strategy structured by white male patriarchy. 
New generations are more liberated and probably able to 
break these rules. 

PCJ: Of course, it is a strategy, but more than from men, 
it’s a strategy that comes from the capital. If you keep 
women away from thinking, you keep them powerless. 
For capital, women should just be at home and reproduce. 
Yet, at some point, they are going to get very frustrated 
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about their condition. They are going to look at each other 
to see if one is happier than the other. This is not a happy 
life: having no choice to do anything else is not happiness 
but resignation. Then again, as Virginie Despentes would 
say, it’s like being an unpaid whore, and this is horrible. 
You are a sex worker in your own home. Of course, it will 
bring a lot of frustrations!
When I look back at the generation of my grandmother, 
I see there was a lot of frustration. At that time, I believe 
there weren’t many women who wanted to have children. 
But probably, anyhow, after the war, having a child was the 
only way to subsist. A gesture of surviving, because after 
horror, it’s a very organic and natural way to keep afloat. 
However, at those times, children, especially babies, were 
not regarded as persons. It’s very new that we consider 
babies human beings. For instance, nowadays, when a 
baby is crying, we know that they are in pain, or something 
is wrong. Before, at the time of my grandmother, they 
put them in a separate room and lock them away because 
there was the general idea that children often make drama 
and must learn to behave. Imagine the tension between a 
woman totally frustrated at home, and then this idea that 
when the kid is crying you have to let them cry and put 
them away. What a situation! Definitively we are better 
off now.

MM: Right, it’s getting better, especially here in the 
north, fathers and the male figure have a much greater 
participation in the parenting process. They have long 
paternity leaves and sometimes they stay at home while 
the mother works outside. I can tell you in Spain it is not 
like this, at least not among the people I know. And the 
government policy is light years away from co-parenting.

PCJ: This is a territory I never approached in Spain, even 
though I have several connections to your country. Did 
you know that I was supposed to be a f lamenco dancer?

MM: How come?

PCJ: Yes, I studied f lamenco for eight years. I was the 
youngest f lamenco student in France, I started at the age 
of ten. As a kid, when I was six, I travelled to Seville and 
I saw an old woman, a f lamenco dancer. Watching that 
powerful woman – I reckon she was around sixty, seventy 
– entering on stage and rocking down the place, I thought, 
yeah, that is what I want to be. I believe that southern 
Spanish women, maybe not all of them, are very special.

MM: For sure we are (laughs), especially f lamenco 
dancers – they are deep and energetic. Moreover, 
matriarchy is very important there. In the axis of family 
management – taking into account that families are the 
smallest sociological organisation – southern women 
have a big role. The only problem is that it’s not socially 
recognised; needless to say, they aren’t paid. Still, almost 
25 years into the 21st century, when I’m in the south, I see 
families with three, four kids, where the man says, “My 
wife never needed to work.” And I think to myself, what 

the fuck? Taking care of the house, the husband and three 
or four kids is a full-time job! More than that, it’s a 24/7 job.

PCJ: I know! I also know that when they [men] come back 
from work, they have a drink at the bar (laughs).

MM: True! Well, this is changing, women go to bars too. 
But let’s move to professional factions. Do you think it 
is needed to specifically highlight female artists? Or, is 
gender not important, as opposed to the quality of the 
work or the artist’s talent?

PCJ: I don’t know, to be honest. I never look at myself 
thinking whether I am important enough to be featured in 
a show. I am mostly concentrated on my work.

MM: Yes, but I am talking about the feminine view. 
Female artists have another discourse, a different 
sensitivity – the latter applies to any job, including politics.

PCJ: Of course, if I can open opportunities for other 
women, I will do it.

MM: For instance, if you were offered to curate an 
exhibition, would you try to put more women in the 
line-up? 

PCJ: I don’t know, this is too speculative. I think if the 
artwork is good, I would select male artists as well. In my 
case, of course, the fact that I am taking a lot of space in this 
exhibition, Fat to Ashes, at Hamburger Bahnhof, it is sort of 
a statement. But there were already a lot of women artists 
taking a lot of space up before me. I am just continuing on 
that path. To be honest, if my work is opening possibilities 
to other women, it’s great! It’s an honour to empower 
them. Even more, it’s amazing, but I hope it will go further 
and empower everyone, not only women.

MM: I agree. Empowerment is a big part of your work. 
I believe that it has a very specific positioning and that it 
could be very inspiring for new young female artists, not 
only thematically but as a new road to explore. I’m not 
young, but it did have a big effect on me. Are you aware of 
this? 

PCJ: I understand, yes, but I hardly see it… At the end of 
the day, I am alone in my studio. I live in my own world, 
I’m not living surrounded by people giving me that kind 
of feedback or telling me that my work had an important 
impression on them, a major effect on them. This does not 
happen to me!

MM: Well, you are still young, maybe in a few years you 
will see it.

PCJ: Of course, and I hope so. I will be very f lattered.

MM: Nowadays, there is a tendency in the contemporary 
art scene that leans towards certain social issues, and I 

all the blood that’s lost during our periods. I had this image 
of every woman in the world bleeding together, young 
and old. It’s scary but pretty funny at the same time. Like 
a splatter movie once a month. It makes us quite powerful 
as women. 
There’s something intriguing about seeing an older woman 
bleeding between her legs. And I was always thinking 
how fun it would be to use this blood that is connected to 
life – since new lives are created through reproduction – as 
a substance to kill men. This is what happens in the film. 
It’s a funny horror-film trick. 

MM: (Laughs.) The revenge of the grannies for being 
taken apart. Because it seems that when we, women, pass 
the reproductive stage and our bodies wither away, we are 
no longer useful in the heteropatriarchal capitalist society. 
Did you once say that menopause is the last niche where 
capitalism cannot enter?

PCJ: I must clarify I’m not revolutionising anything as I’m 
very much inspired by French-turned-Barcelonian author 
Virginie Despentes when she says that she’s writing for 
the ugly, for the old – basically, for the women that are out 
of the market. Well, out of the male market. If you are not 
heterosexual maybe it’s another story.
I pretty much like this idea of old women being out of the 
reproduction system, out of the sex trade, and definitely 
out of the capitalist market. I always thought that it would 
be amazing to be out of the sex trade and simply stop being 
a sexual object. Because when you are young it’s very hard 
to find yourself outside of this sexual gaze. When I was a 
child, I kept thinking that I’ll have to wait until I become 
an old woman; for me it was the only way. Nowadays 
things have changed a bit, and I’ve found other ways. 
Thus, yes, maybe the menopause is the last niche where 
capitalism cannot go. Maybe it’s some kind of haven from 
it. But, to be honest, I don’t know enough about the real 
experience of it.

MM: Of course, you still have a decade ahead of you. 
In any case, we women have all these misconceptions – 
probably established by men too – about menopause: we 
have to take hormones to feel good or happy, we become 
weak, sexual desire goes away, etc. It’s actually treated as 
an illness.

PCJ: Yes! And you have to do more sports and so on. 
Maybe it’s true, but at some point your body will collapse 
anyway. I mean, you can always take medication, but 
that’s your choice.

MM: And what about the sexual desires of mature women, 
which you deal with in your work as well?

PCJ: There’s a huge misconception around sexuality 
and menopausal women. Sexually active women are 
much more open and freer after their forties. I started to 
interview a lot of women, close friends, even my mother. 
And I basically discovered that they all had much more 

fun sexually after the menopause. I can completely picture 
that. They told me their sex lives had gone into overdrive 
after 50. Then I thought, wow! If they have that, why is 
there so much mystery amongst them? And you know 
what, this is exactly what the film is showing. A bunch 
of mature women enjoying their sexual desire. The 
norm imagines that we, as grandmothers, spend our time 
making cakes for the kids, not having much to do except 
sitting on a bench chatting with our friends, like a retired 
person. But the fact is that we have much more fun in bed!

MM: So, it seems that going through the menopause is 
like having a fire burning within you. Thinking about the 
time of witches, holding rituals on the beach… There’s no 
doubt these women were menopausal. 

PCJ: I think there’s a lot of female strength that needs to be 
explored. I had this intuition that menopausal women have 
these dark superpowers! Imagine a menopausal horror 
movie. Older women going on killing sprees, seeking 
vengeance for young women who have been harassed. 
And I had another thought. If middle-aged men get viagra, 
why isn’t there a super libido enhancer for middle-aged 
women on the market? Imagine every menopausal woman 
in the world on fire and on the hunt for sex.

MM: That would be amazing! Maybe we don’t need 
viagra, it’s just a matter of not hiding our desire. So, let’s 
break this taboo and start supporting each other and 
ourselves against that false idea sponsored by the male 
gaze. And, talking about solidarity, there is a lot of talk 
about sorority. Do you think that women attack and 
discredit each other more than men?

PCJ: I think sometimes it’s true, we are very critical 
amongst ourselves. But, on the other hand, there is a whole 
profitable industry around it. There are some very popular 
American TV series picturing women bitching at each 
other and gossiping. It’s apparently the only thing that 
women can do together, especially middle-class American 
women. I must say that, in general, French women are in 
fact horrible between themselves, really! They are not 
supportive at all. Although I think it’s changing. I don’t 
know if I would call it sorority, but I feel there is a sort 
of awareness. Plus, I am thinking of our grandmothers, 
feminist thinkers and activists. There is an awareness 
from the new generations about what they have done, 
about causes they want to respect and support. 

MM: No doubt about that! In fact, I don’t know if this is, 
again, a strategy structured by white male patriarchy. 
New generations are more liberated and probably able to 
break these rules. 

PCJ: Of course, it is a strategy, but more than from men, 
it’s a strategy that comes from the capital. If you keep 
women away from thinking, you keep them powerless. 
For capital, women should just be at home and reproduce. 
Yet, at some point, they are going to get very frustrated 
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nightmarish crowd, this sort of physical and emotional 
turmoil. The video is criticising the facts but showing the 
pleasure we see in it too.

MM: Old Europe has a very cruel history – 2000 years 
of exploiting, conquering, generating wars, taking the 
resources from others and constantly assassinating 
directly or indirectly. Talking about murder and death, 
in the beginning of your career, you did works about 
martyred women and their sacrifices. And you took on 
how history, especially Catholicism, represents women: 
always suffering, being abused and punished, like for 
instance Joan of Arc.

PCJ: I took mainly historical female characters who came, 
in the case of Joan of Arc or Bernadette Soubirous, from 
extremely miserable families. At that time, when not 
coming from a rich family or from nobility or aristocracy, 
the only way to exist as a woman, even as a hero, was 
to be ascetic. In the case of Joan of Arc, and in the case 
of Bernadette Soubirous too, that meant that being 
connected to God, being ascetic, they were immediately 
taken by the political power, thus they became political 
objects. When they were not efficient as political objects 
anymore, they were considered witches and ended up 
being burnt. Joan was my first big work and the subject of 
my thesis. Before the feminist revolution, to be recognised 
by society as a woman, you had to be mutilated, abused, or 
else you had a story that always ended badly.

MM: The mystics and the witches!

PCJ: Witches are often in my work.

MM: Coming back to turmoil. Which of the contemporary 
dystopias concern you the most: climate change, ecology, 
sexism, racism, the global emergence of fascism…?

PCJ: If there is one thing we should fight first, it is racism. 
I don’t know how to reply to your question because 
they are all terrible, however, I strongly believe that the 
worst thing is racism. I don’t understand why people are 
protesting against the vaccine and so on, but it’s certain, 
everybody should protest against racism.

MM: To finish, I would like to do a quick personal 
questionnaire – I have called it Trap. I would like you to 
answer with one word. Individualist or collectivist?

PCJ: Hum, tricky… Collectivist.

MM: Left or right?

PCJ: Left.

MM: Revolution or consensus?

PCJ: Revolution, always.

MM: Irreverence or plebeianism?

PCJ: Irreverence.

MM: Subverting, transgressing or outright breaking?

PCJ: Transgression.

MM: Mainstream or underground?

PCJ: Mainstream and overground.

MM: Culture of spectacle or counterculture?

PCJ: Both. Thinking cinema-wise, I would say both. I love 
commercial movies but likewise I am very much inspired 
by primitive and experimental films.

MM: Finally, as I can see that you’ve been a very 
determined person since you were a child, do you believe 
in the ultimate project that can absolutely define you? 
What would it be?

PCJ: I really want to make a film for the cinema.

MM: Do you mean a feature film? One that everybody 
can see in a cinema instead of a museum or gallery?

PCJ: Yes. When I was a child I saw La Nuit Américaine (in 
English, Day for Night) by François Truffaut. I was seven 
then, and I just said to my mum, I want to be the guy saying 
what everybody has to do, the one who’s making the film.

MM: Actually, this is one of my favourite movies too! 
But, wait a second, I thought you wanted to be a f lamenco 
dancer.

PCJ: (Laughs.) Well, I’m 41 and I can’t drive, but 
eventually I will make a film.

MM: So, you are going to do a film inside a taxi? 

PCJ: Taxi Driver is another of my favourite movies. 
Movies inside taxis are great, like Jim Jarmusch’s Night on 
Earth – especially the Paris piece, which is about racism 
but in a very twisted way.

have the impression that they are taken just as a trend. For 
example, feminism, gender f luidity, queer philosophies, 
inclusive practices. I would say that 99% of male artists 
declare themselves as feminist, and they even go further 
and appropriate the discourse. Does it bother you that 
male artists appropriate women’s narratives?

PCJ: To be honest, yes! Even more, in recent times, 
there are a lot of people declaring themselves queer. To 
represent women is going to be a bit difficult if you are a 
man. At the same time, I do think it’s great to have men on 
our side, that’s for sure. Nonetheless, I understand that 
there’s a need for non-mixed environments. For instance, 
Black feminists want to stay between Black women. It’s 
completely understandable, and for me it’s kind of obvious 
as some groups are more vulnerable than others and not all 
have the same problems. As a consequence, this applies to 
activists too. For me it is fine if they act separated.
In any case, I want to remark that it’s great to work with 
men who understand us. It’s so annoying to work with 
men who are embarrassed by feminine questions, who are 
frustrated, or those who are avoiding us in a very blatant 
way. For me, it is key to work engaged in exchange and to 
live with men who empathise with us and who are on our 
side. And finally, about declaring oneself as something, I 
find it highly problematic, but this is very personal. I think 
language has a lot of potential, but at the same time, it is 
very political. In my case, I hope my work is regarded as 
feminist, but also anti-liberal and somehow epic. There are 
a lot of adjectives that I am not able to use because English 
is not my language. Again and again, defining oneself is 
tricky.

MM: I understand, you don’t want to be placed into a box.

PCJ: Exactly. Because I’m not putting anyone in boxes 
either, or at least I try not to. And it’s something I’m 
avoiding in my work all the time. As the work you can see 
here, Fat to Ashes, there is nothing moralistic in it. Even 
from a so-called feminist point of view, what I am trying 
to say is that things are very complex: indeed, patriarchy 
is very violent, it’s killing and making bodies suffer. But 
at the same time, it has created a special gaze, a sort of 
pleasure, a sort of complexity. Patriarchy has created the 
whole culture in which we are living in and with which we 
are dealing. Then, yes, I am trying hard to build up a kind 
of liminal, opaque cosmology. Once you can define it, it is 
immediately finding its opposite, because paradox is the 
only thing that can be offered.

MM: That is very poetic. Life is indeed a paradox. Would 
you like to talk a bit about Fat to Ashes, about this large-
scale amphitheatre and the film?

PCJ: I want to emphasise that all the images mixed in the 
film are taking place in Europe, north and south. I want 
to remark as well that the piece is not about religion but 
about traditions. The amphitheatre in the installation is a 
gesture to the Roman culture. The Romans were a very 

brutal and violent civilisation, and they were the model 
of the first fascists. They were the first massive killing 
machine, reporting torture and making it visible. They 
colonised more than half of Europe, took over some 
places in Africa and in the Middle East. Yet this is our 
culture, and we keep being fascinated by them. 
I understand that we still admire its cultural universe – 
architecture, sculpture or philosophy. But the sad fact is 
that we are similarly fascinated by the real first fascists. 
And I find amazing the way the collective subconscious 
works, forgetting the evil part just because we always 
think we are angels, or we want to appear like angels. 
But we aren’t. And anyway, it’s so fucking boring to be 
an angel, right? Why do we always present ourselves 
without the dirty part? 

MM: It’s sad, but I guess it is part of our belief system, 
the system they built for us. And breaking these kinds 
of paradigms is very difficult. We find opposition even 
between ourselves, often labelled as the ones wanting 
to destroy our own cultural heritage. Nationalism or 
patriotism come from there.

PCJ: Of course. And the thing is that our system will lose 
efficiency if we start seeing our dirty mind all the time. 
One could not continue killing and extorting if one had 
already recognised how dirty we are. So, this is just how 
Western humans are.

MM: Going back to Fat to Ashes, the work features the 
Saint Agatha festival in Catania, the Cologne carnival 
and a pig slaughter. How do you bring these themes 
together and how do you transform them into a creative 
process?

PCJ: I was working on this project for seven years, 
collecting a lot of filming, a lot of processions. Mainly 
in the south of Italy as the first location, but in addition 
I started investigating other places. I filmed the Cologne 
carnival and I had wanted for a long time to film the 
slaughter of a pig. The project should have continued, and 
I should have filmed more than twelve different rituals 
and processions, but with the pandemic everything 
stopped. Very quickly, I knew that there was already 
something. These three films are very different indeed, 
so I decided to mix them. 
The idea was to build a triangle establishing these three 
different angles or themes that will come together in the 
editing process. The movie is about cut-with-cuts. The 
film is showing a lot of cuts: the cut of the pig, the cut of 
the breast, the cut of the laughing face in the carnival. 
And yes, it’s as technical as it is conceptual. I felt very 
comfortable immediately, meaning that I was conscious 
that there were enough formal connections between 
the three of them. Between the pig’s and the woman’s 
cut, then guys dressed as cops, police, or military, the 
Blackface, and the native costume in the carnival. I had 
there already everything I wanted to say. Then it was just 
a matter of finding the reason to get people inside this 
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nightmarish crowd, this sort of physical and emotional 
turmoil. The video is criticising the facts but showing the 
pleasure we see in it too.

MM: Old Europe has a very cruel history – 2000 years 
of exploiting, conquering, generating wars, taking the 
resources from others and constantly assassinating 
directly or indirectly. Talking about murder and death, 
in the beginning of your career, you did works about 
martyred women and their sacrifices. And you took on 
how history, especially Catholicism, represents women: 
always suffering, being abused and punished, like for 
instance Joan of Arc.
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Middenin de voormalige stationshal 
van Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlijn staat 
een enorme roze- en vanillekleurige 
creatie opgetrokken uit zachte mate-
rialen als schuim en zijde. Met haar 
ronde vorm en raamopeningen lijkt 
de installatie op een mierzoete taart, 
maar zij roept ook associaties op met 
een klassieke arena. Grote kaarsen 
zijn met touw en schuim aan de stalen 
zuilen van de galerij gebonden die de 
centrale hal flankeert. Even ga ik op in 
het straatgeluid dat ik rondom de zui-
len hoor, dan nodigt een luide kerkklok 
mij uit de arenaruimte van Fat to Ashes 
te betreden. Met haar eerste instituti-
onele solotentoonstelling in Duitsland 
– die plaatsvindt in het kader van de 
in 2019 aan haar toegekende Preis der 
Nationalgalerie – voelt Pauline Curnier 
Jardin een aantal rooms-katholieke 
symbolen en tradities aan de tand, op 
af en toe vleselijke en bloederige wijze. 

In de arena draait een videofilm waarin 
drie ritualistische gebeurtenissen 
elkaar in rap tempo afwisselen: de 
carnavalsviering in Keulen, de slach-
ting van een zwijn op het hof van een 
boerderij en de jaarlijkse processie in 
Catanië ter ere van de heilige Agatha, 
wier borsten werden afgehakt toen zij 
de avances van de Romeinse Quintia-
nus afwees. Volgens de overlevering 
dreigde God vervolgens met een 
eruptie van de Etna die Catanië zou 
verzwelgen, waarop Agatha haar leven 
gaf. Ze staat symbool als beschermhei-
lige voor slachtoffers van seksueel mis-
bruik en borstkankerpatiënten, maar 
wordt ook vereerd bij brandgevaar en 
brandwonden. Als de Etna rommelt, 
wordt tot haar gebeden.

Bij alle rituelen in de video vormt 
collectieve transgressie de kern. In een 
aaneenschakeling van symbolische ac-
ties, die scherp van elkaar verschillen 

maar zich kenmerken door een perver-
se of sadomasochistische ondertoon, 
is te zien hoe een mannelijke deelne-
mer van de processie met een enorme 
kaars op zijn rug gebonden extatisch 
schreeuwt. Daarop volgt een shot van 
gebakjes in de vorm van de afgehakte 
borsten van Sint-Agatha. Dan schakelt 
het beeld over naar het Keulse carna-
val waar een rijtje mannen onflatteus 
lallend meedeint op de straatmuziek, 
gevolgd door een beeld van een als 
politieagent verkleedde man die onge-
remd staat te zoenen met een vrouw. 
Een beeld van een zwijn dat geslacht 
wordt, wordt gevolgd door een van de 
jonge meisjes die onzeker danspasjes 
uitvoeren voor een menigte, evenals 
een fragment van een nagespeelde 
scène van het afsnijden van Agatha’s 
borsten, opgevoerd door twee kinde-
ren, een jongen en een meisje. Gefilmd 
met een Super-8 camera lijkt de film 
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amateuristisch, als afkomstig uit een 
andere tijd, maar de overvloed aan 
smartphones maakt duidelijk dat de 
gebeurtenissen toch in het heden 
plaatsvinden. 

Pauline Curnier Jardin zoomt in op 
de wrijving die ontstaat op momenten 
van transformatie en transgressie. 
Bij de processie ter verering van de 
heilige Agatha zijn het bijvoorbeeld 
overwegend mannen die meelopen: 
met loodzware kaarsen op hun rug en 
een stuk schuim ter verzachting terwijl 
ze de grote relieken boven de massa 
hooghouden. Dat heeft iets para-
doxaals, want is het niet juist de man 
die de bedreiging vormt voor Agatha? 
En, hoe gewenst is het om een jongen 
en meisje de marteling na te laten spe-
len, of om een groep jonge meisjes op 
straat danspasjes op te laten voeren 
tegenover een grote menigte? Wat is 
de rol van deze seksuele, soms seksis-
tische, insinuaties in de transformatie 
en transcendentie die hier in beeld 
wordt gebracht?

Unheimisch wordt het bij de fragmen-
ten uit Keulen, waarover Curnier Jar-
din vertelt dat de beelden in 2020 zijn 
opgenomen, daags na de aanslagen 
met racistische motieven in Hanau (ca. 
200 kilometer verderop) waar negen 
mensen met een migratieachtergrond 
zijn omgekomen. Ik moet ook terug-
denken aan nieuwjaarsnacht in 2015 in 
Keulen waar een grote groep mannen 
op het plein voor de Dom vele hon-
derden vrouwen belaagde. Er volgden 
circa 1.200 aangiften van aanranding 
en seksueel misbruik. De scheidslijn 
tussen viering en wreedheid is flinter-
dun. 

Het merendeel van het onderzoek 
voor de installatie deed Curnier Jardin 
als onderdeel van een residency in 
Villa Medici in Rome. Tijdens de eerste 
lockdown in 2020 vroeg Curnier Jardin 
sekswerkers in een workshop om, 
tegen de vergoeding die ze doorgaans 
vragen voor het werk dat zij vanwege 
de strikte maatregelen niet mogen uit-
oefenen, tekeningen te maken van hun 

werkdag. De kleine expliciete tekenin-
gen van erotische symbolen, seksuele 
handelingen en vrouwen in een positie 
van macht en controle hangen bij de 
kaarsen aan de zuilengalerij buiten de 
arena.

Met deze overdaad aan beelden 
werpt Curnier Jardin veel vragen 
op. Haar onderzoek werpt licht op 
de schurende tegenstellingen en de 
ambiguïteit van eeuwenoude gebrui-
ken. Ze laat zien hoe zulke vieringen 
zo doordrongen kunnen zijn van een 
complexe perversiteit dat het lastig 
is te bedenken welke moraliteit ze 
vertegenwoordigen, en wie daarop is 
aan te spreken. Je kunt enkel ingrij-
pen of oprechte steun bieden aan de 
betrokken personen als wreedheid de 
overhand neemt. 

L É O N  K R U I J S W I J K

is assistent curator bij KW Institute for  
Contemporary Art in Berlijn en freelance  

curator en criticus
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hooghouden. Dat heeft iets para-
doxaals, want is het niet juist de man 
die de bedreiging vormt voor Agatha? 
En, hoe gewenst is het om een jongen 
en meisje de marteling na te laten spe-
len, of om een groep jonge meisjes op 
straat danspasjes op te laten voeren 
tegenover een grote menigte? Wat is 
de rol van deze seksuele, soms seksis-
tische, insinuaties in de transformatie 
en transcendentie die hier in beeld 
wordt gebracht?

Unheimisch wordt het bij de fragmen-
ten uit Keulen, waarover Curnier Jar-
din vertelt dat de beelden in 2020 zijn 
opgenomen, daags na de aanslagen 
met racistische motieven in Hanau (ca. 
200 kilometer verderop) waar negen 
mensen met een migratieachtergrond 
zijn omgekomen. Ik moet ook terug-
denken aan nieuwjaarsnacht in 2015 in 
Keulen waar een grote groep mannen 
op het plein voor de Dom vele hon-
derden vrouwen belaagde. Er volgden 
circa 1.200 aangiften van aanranding 
en seksueel misbruik. De scheidslijn 
tussen viering en wreedheid is flinter-
dun. 

Het merendeel van het onderzoek 
voor de installatie deed Curnier Jardin 
als onderdeel van een residency in 
Villa Medici in Rome. Tijdens de eerste 
lockdown in 2020 vroeg Curnier Jardin 
sekswerkers in een workshop om, 
tegen de vergoeding die ze doorgaans 
vragen voor het werk dat zij vanwege 
de strikte maatregelen niet mogen uit-
oefenen, tekeningen te maken van hun 

werkdag. De kleine expliciete tekenin-
gen van erotische symbolen, seksuele 
handelingen en vrouwen in een positie 
van macht en controle hangen bij de 
kaarsen aan de zuilengalerij buiten de 
arena.

Met deze overdaad aan beelden 
werpt Curnier Jardin veel vragen 
op. Haar onderzoek werpt licht op 
de schurende tegenstellingen en de 
ambiguïteit van eeuwenoude gebrui-
ken. Ze laat zien hoe zulke vieringen 
zo doordrongen kunnen zijn van een 
complexe perversiteit dat het lastig 
is te bedenken welke moraliteit ze 
vertegenwoordigen, en wie daarop is 
aan te spreken. Je kunt enkel ingrij-
pen of oprechte steun bieden aan de 
betrokken personen als wreedheid de 
overhand neemt. 

L É O N  K R U I J S W I J K

is assistent curator bij KW Institute for  
Contemporary Art in Berlijn en freelance  

curator en criticus
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Vater wie Sohn:
Theaterdirektor
nur aus Versehen
Martin Woelffer startet seinen
eigenen Podcast „Parkett, Reihe 1“

PETER ZANDER

Die Theater sind weiter geschlossen.
Selbst das Berliner Pilotprojekt ist vor-
erst eingefroren. Und keine Zukunft in
Aussicht. Private Theater trifft die Coro-
na-Pandemie besonders. Seit einem Jahr
kämpft Martin Woelffer, Direktor der
Komödie am Kurfürstendamm im Schil-
ler Theater, deshalb um Unterstützung.
Und weil Künstler kreativ sind, bietet er
nun Theater zumHören. Mit einem eige-
nen Podcast, für den er Menschen trifft,
die wie er das Theater „lieben und le-
ben“. In den Gesprächen soll es darum
gehen, wie sie zur Bühne kamen. Damit
will Woelffer auch Kontakt zum Publi-
kum halten und bietet als Ersatz einen
Blick hinter die Kulissen. „Sie sitzen da-
bei“, so der Gastgeber, „mit mir im Par-
kett, Reihe 1.“ So heißt auch der Podcast.

Egal was geschah: Der Vorhang
musste immer hochgehen

Pro Monat soll es eine Folge geben. Gäs-
te sind Schauspielerinnen des Hauses
wie Katharina Thalbach, Adisat Seme-
nitsch oder Marion Kracht. Es wird auch
überlegt, mit Intendanten anderer Häu-
ser über die Corona-Krise zu sprechen.
Der erste Gast aber ist ein ganz persönli-
cher, was für den Gastgeber „aufregend
und herausfordernd ist“: Denn Jürgen
Wölffer ist nicht nur sein Vorgänger an
den Ku’damm-Bühnen, sondern halt sein
Vater, dessen Lebenswerk er weiter-
führt. Auch wenn er den Umlaut im Na-
men änderte, um Distanz zu haben.

Lustig bei dem launigen einstündi-
gen Vater-Sohn-Gespräch ist der Fakt,
dass beide das Imperium ihres Vaters
übernommen haben und beide gar nicht
wollten. Direktor wider Willen, das
steckt wohl im Gen. Selbst Großvater
Hans Wölffer, der die Ku’damm-Bühnen
begründete, wollte Dirigent und Regis-
seur bleiben. Jürgen Wölffer stieß 1964
nur hinzu, weil er sich als Schauspieler
am Schiller-Theater mit Intendant Bo-
leslaw Barlog überwarf. Er hat die Büh-
nen dann fast 40 Jahre geleitet, bis er
den Stab 2004 an seinen Sohn weitergab.

Hübsch in diesem intimen, familiä-
ren Gespräch ist, wie der Vater sich ent-
schuldigt, wenn er dem Sohn mal ins
Wort fällt, und der lakonisch kontert, das
sei er ja gewohnt. Um Corona geht es da-
bei nur am Rande. Dafür umso mehr um
all die Krisen, die die Familie zuvor bewäl-
tigen musste. Als der Großvater die Büh-
nen nach dem Krieg gründete. Oder sein

Musical-Erfolg „My Fair Lady“ am Thea-
ter des Westens 1961 durchaus ein Risiko
war, weil mitten in der Probenzeit die
Mauer gebaut wurde und die Hälfte des
Publikums nicht mehr kommen konnte.

Natürlich geht es auch um die
Schließung der traditionsreichen Büh-
nen am Kurfürstendamm. „Immer noch
schmerzhaft und unverständlich“, so der
der Junior. „Nicht nur für uns, sondern
auch für Berlin“, ergänzt der Senior.
Aber wegen solch schwerer Tage scheint
ihr Betrieb jetzt in der Pandemie krisen-
erprobter. Die beiden sprechen auch da-
rüber, wie der Vater die Hamburger
Spielstätte Winterhuder Fährhaus grün-
dete und die Eröffnungsproduktion, bei
der der Vater Regie führte und der Sohn
Regieassistent war, vom Tod des zweiten
Sohns Michael überschattet wurde.
Doch selbst in dieser schweren Zeit ka-
men die Woelffers nur einen Tag nicht
zur Probe: „Der Lappen musste ja hoch-
gehen.“ Deshalb findet Martin Woelffer
Corona auch so beispiellos: Es sei wirk-
lich das erste Mal im Laufe dieser Thea-
tergeschichte, dass gar nichts geht.

Podcast „Parkett, Reihe 1“ abrufbar unter
parkett-reihe-1.podigee.io

Vater und Sohn: Jürgen Wölffer und
Martin Woelffer. FOTO: JOHANNES ZACHER

Cheng und „Self Portrait as clone of
Jeanne D’Arc“ von Bunny Rogers zu se-
hen sein. Letztere lief nur eine Woche
lang im letzten Oktober. Dreifache
künstlerische Frauenpower. Bis es so-
weit ist, müssen sich Kunstliebhaber mit
Filmen auf YouTube begnügen, die Ein-
blicke in die Ausstellungen gewähren.

Im Falle von Pauline Curnier Jardin
erwartet die Besucher ein echtes Spekta-
kel. So, wie es sich gehört, wenn man
eine Arena konstruiert. Die erinnert
schließlich an Großereignisse aus Sport
und Showbranche, wie die Olympischen
Spiele oder Rockkonzerte. Aber durch-
aus auch an die weitaus brutaleren und
tödlich endenden antiken Gladiatoren-
kämpfe.

Die Künstlerin beschäftigt sich
schon lange mit Ritualen und altertümli-
chen Mythen. Geboren 1980 Marseille,
lebt die 40-Jährige, die 2019 mit dem
Preis der Nationalgalerie geehrt wurde,
aktuell nicht nur in ihrer Wahlheimat
Berlin, sondern auch anlässlich eines Sti-
pendiums in Rom. Daher lag es für sie
nahe, auf italienische Bräuche zurückzu-
greifen. In ihrem 20-minütigen Video

findet die rituelle Schlachtung eines ge-
mästeten Schweins in einem italieni-
schen Bergdorf statt, die Prozession im
sizilianischen Catania. Und zwar zu Eh-
ren der Heiligen Agatha, die als Märtyre-
rin starb. Als Christin lehnte sie den Hei-
ratsantrag des heidnischen Statthalters
ab. Durch die Abweisung gedemütigt, be-
strafte er sie unmenschlich: Erst ließ er
sie in ein Freudenhaus stecken, dann
ihre Brüste abschneiden. Zuletzt wurde
sie auf glühende Kohlen gelegt, wodurch
sie starb. Heute gilt Agatha als Schutz-
heilige von Vergewaltigungsopfern,
Brustkrebspatientinnen, Milchammen
und Glockengießern, wird aber auch als
Beschützerin vor dem Feuer verehrt.

Man möchte meinen, beim Karneval
ginge es fröhlicher zu. Zumal Pauline
Curnier Jardin in ihrem Film dicht ge-
drängte Kölner Jecken bei der letzten
Sause vor der Pandemie eingefangen hat.
Doch mitnichten. Das Meer der Feiern-
den wirkt zunehmend bedrohlich. Die
Karnevalsmasken werden zu Fratzen.
Hineingeschnitten sind Bilder und Töne
der gefolterten Agatha und von schreien-
denden Gläubigen. Das Martyrium der

Heiligen wird nämlich während der Pro-
zession nachgestellt, bevor exzessiv ge-
schmaust wird. Vorzugsweise Süßes. Ka-
ramellströme verwandelt sich dabei in
das weggespülte Blut des Schweins, das
laut wie ein reißender Bach über den Be-
tonboden rauscht. Dann wieder sieht
man Brüste aus süßer Creme mit einer
Zierkirsche on top bei den ausgelassenen
Prozessionsfeierlichkeiten. Unterlegt
mit suggestiver Musik, schaut man den
immer rascher aufeinander folgenden
Cuts bald wie in Trance zu. Und kann
kaum noch unterscheiden. ob die Men-
schen feiern oder sich gegenseitig Ge-
walt antun. Und der zerfleischten Agatha
und dem Berg an Schweinefleisch.

Die Brüche, Gegenüberstellungen
und Verschmelzungen setzen sich fort in
der Arena mit ihrem Cosy-Touch, die
von innen wie ein Zirkus für Gaukler
wirkt. Harmlos nur auf den ersten Blick
mit ihrer weichen Außenhaut. Die nennt
Curnier Jardin übrigens „Cake-Fassade“,
also Kuchen- oder Biskuitfassade, wie
Kristina Schrei, die Kuratorin der Aus-
stellung, verrät. Der dafür genutzte
Schaumstoff stammt von der Prozession
in Catania und findet sich neben eben-
falls dafür geweihten Kerzen auch in der
zweiten Installation „Feel Good“ im Säu-
lengang der Halle. Weil sie berufliche
Opfer der Pandemie sind, lud Curnier
Jardin in Rom Sexarbeiterinnen ein. Sie
haben fast kindlich-naive Zeichnungen
ihres Arbeitsalltags gemalt, die nun an
den Säulen hängen. ImWechsel mit „Fat
to Ashes“ hört man das Klackern von Ab-
sätzen und Autos. Geräusche eines Stra-
ßenstrichs. Erlebbar ist die ausdrucks-
starke Ausstellung natürlich nur vor Ort.
Bleibt zu hoffen, dass der Hamburger
Bahnhof bald wieder öffnen darf.

Hamburger Bahnhof, Invalidenstr. 50-51, Mitte.
Tel.: 266 42 42 42, Wiedereröffnung voraussicht-
lich nach Ostern. Di.-Fr. 10-18 Uhr, Do. 10-20 Uhr,
Sbd. /So. 11-18 Uhr. Bis 19.9. Einlass nur mit Zeit-
fensterticket, bestellbar online unter
www.smb.museum/tickets.

Für die in Marseille geborene Künstlerin Pauline Curnier Jardin ist Berlin ihre
Wahlheimat. FOTO: MAURIZIO GAMBARINI / FUNKE FOTO SERVICES

Top 10 DVD
aus der Amazon-Bestseller-Liste

1 After Truth
Constantin Film
12,84 Euro

2 Harry Potter: 8 DVDs
Warner Bros
27,99 Euro

3 NCIS – Season 17
Paramount Pictures
23,99 Euro

4 Die Eiskönigin 2
Walt Disney
9,99 Euro

5 Modern Family: 3 DVDs
Walt Disney
27,99 Euro

6 Game of Thrones: Staffel 8
Warner Bros
21,99 Euro

7 Grey’s Anatomy
Walt Disney
23,43 Euro

8 Ku’damm 59
LEONINE
8,97 Euro

9 Outlander – fünfte Season
Sony Pictures Home
16,99 Euro

10 Jumanji: The Next Level
Sony Pictures Home
7,99 Euro

CORONA-KRISE

Berliner Ensemble unterstützt
Autoren in der Pandemie

Das Berliner Ensemble will Autoren in
der Corona-Krise finanziell unterstüt-
zen. Von der seit einem Jahr andauern-
den Pandemie und den damit einherge-
henden Beschränkungen seien freie
Dramatiker hart getroffen. Daher werde
ein Fonds in Höhe von 100.000 Euro
eingerichtet, teilte das Theater mit. Das
Geld geht an zehn Autorinnen und
Autoren, darunter Nino Haratischwili,
Karen Köhler und Clemens Setz. dpa

Nachrichten

VERANSTALTUNG

Musikfestspiele Potsdam
Sanssouci für 2021 abgesagt

Die Musikfestspiele Potsdam Sanssouci
sind für dieses Jahr wegen der Corona-
Pandemie abgesagt worden. Die Landes-
hauptstadt sehe angesichts steigender
Infektionszahlen und der vorläufigen
Absage der Landesregierung von Mo-
dellversuchen keine Planungssicherheit
für das Festival, erklärten die Veranstal-
ter am Mittwoch. Die Musikfestspiele
waren unter dem Motto „Flower Power“
vom 11. bis 27. Juni 2021 geplant. dpa

FÖRDERUNG

Beethoven-Denkmal in Bonn ein
Sanierungsfall – Stiftung hilft

Die Deutsche Stiftung Denkmalschutz
unterstützt in diesem Jahr mit einem
Millionenbetrag die Renovierung von
mindestens 37 Denkmalen in Nord-
rhein-Westfalen. Ein berühmtes Monu-
ment unter den Förderprojekten ist das
Beethoven-Denkmal in Bonn, wie die
Stiftung mitteilte. Das 1845 in der Stadt
errichtete überlebensgroße Denkmal für
den in Bonn geborenen Komponisten
(1770-1827) muss saniert werden. dpa

TV-QUOTEN

Staffelstart von „Um Himmels
Willen“ holt den Tagessieg

Mit einem deutlichen Quotensieg ist
die ARD-Serie „Um Himmels Willen“
am Dienstag in ihre finale Staffel ge-
startet. Die erste Folge wollten um
20.15 Uhr 5,17 Millionen Menschen
(Marktanteil: 16,8 Prozent) sehen. Di-
rekt im Anschluss waren dann für die
zweite Folge sogar 5,41 Millionen (17,8)
dabei. Weit dahinter folgte die RTL-
Musikshow „I Can See Your Voice“,
mit 2,3 Millionen (7,6 Prozent). dpa

Kultur-Redaktion: 030-8872 77 887
Telefax: 030-8872 77 967
E-Mail: berlin@morgenpost.de

In ihrer raumgreifenden Installation „Fat to Ashes“ widmet sich die Französin Pauline Curnier Jardin italienischen Bräuchen. FOTO:MAURIZIO GAMBARINI / FUNKE FOTO SERVICES

Ein Spektakel im Hamburger Bahnhof
Künstlerin Pauline Curnier Jardin zeigt in der historischen Halle ihre imposante Ausstellungsinstallation „Fat to Ashes“

ULRIKE BOROWCZYK

Irgendwie scheint sich die Arena nicht so
recht entscheiden zu können, was sie
sein möchte. Einerseits ist sie rosarot
und verspielt mit weicher Schaumstoff-
Fassade, andererseits strahlt ihre Größe
Macht aus. Zudem kommt aus ihrem In-
neren martialischer Lärm. Davon ange-
zogen, strebt man umgehend hinein auf
die Stimmen und die Musik zu. Und
schaut dann wie gebannt auf die doppel-
seitige Leinwand, die mitten im Rund
über einer Manege hängt. Sie zeigt erst
eine religiöse Prozession, dann ausgelas-
sene Bilder vom Kölner Karneval und
schließlich die rituelle Schlachtung eines
Schweins. Drei Momentaufnahmen, die
eigentlich nicht zusammenpassen kön-
nen. Doch je schneller die Bilder gegen-
einander geschnitten werden, desto stär-
ker verschmelzen ihre Inhalte. Sie eska-
lieren und kulminieren schließlich in
einem Gefühl von eruptiver Gewalt. Bil-
der, die einen nicht mehr loslassen. Da-
ran ist auch die Musik nicht ganz un-
schuldig, die wie ein Crescendo an-
schwillt und den Raum vibrieren lässt.

Hoffen auf mögliche
Museumsbesuche nach Ostern

Was Pauline Curnier Jardin da in die his-
torische Halle des Hamburger Bahnhofs
gesetzt hat, ist einmalig. „Fat to Ashes“
heißt ihre imposante Ausstellungsinstal-
lation. Der Titel verweist dabei auf die
Woche der Ausschweifungen vom „Fat
Thursday“, hierzulande Weiberfastnacht
oder Fettdonnerstag, bis zum Ascher-
mittwoch. Die Schau wurde nun in An-
wesenheit der französischen Künstlerin
vorgestellt. Wenngleich Museumsleite-
rin Gabriele Knapstein noch nicht wuss-
te, wann der Hamburger Bahnhof seine
Pforten pandemiebedingt wieder öffnen
darf. Sie hofft, dass Museumsbesuche
nach Ostern wieder möglich sind. Dann
werden auch die Ausstellungen „The
Horse with Eye Blinders“ von Xinyi

Anzeige

SA., 14. AUGUST 2021
WALDBÜHNE BERLIN

Information & Tickets:
www.boulezsaal.de | +49 30 4799 7411
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Fat to Ashes
Pauline Curnier Jardin im Hamburger Bahnhof

Mittwoch, 21. April 2021
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A
ls Pauline Curnier Jardin 2019 den Preis der

Nationalgalerie, der damals zum bereits 10.

Mal verliehen wurde, erhielt, konnte noch

niemand ahnen, dass die große institutionelle Einzelaus-

stellung in einem der Häuser der Nationalgalerie die Teil

der Auszeichnung ist, nicht wie geplant im darauffolgen-

den Jahr stattfinden würde. Der Grund ist uns natürlich

allen bekannt.

Deswegen lohnt es sich noch einmal, sich die Begründung

der damaligen Jury Entscheidung für Jardin in Erinne-

rung zu rufen. Denn diese beinhaltet tatsächlich alle Ele-

mente ihrer Videoinstallation “Fat to Ashes“ die nun in

der historischen Halle des Hamburger Bahnhofs zu erle-

ben ist.

So war die Jury damals vor allem von Pauline Curnier

Jardins “herausfordernder und vereinnahmenden filmi-

schen und installativen Sprache” beeindruckt, “gleich ei-

nem sich im Delirium befindenden Zirkus eröffnet ihr

Werk Räume für verunsichernde Erfahrungen, die in den

Irrungen und Wirrungen unserer Zeit gründen.“

KONTAKT

www.smb.museum



Und tatsächlich finden sich die Besucher in einem Zir-

kuszelt wieder, das um ein Amphitheater herum aufge-

baut wurde. Das Licht im Raum schimmert rosa und auf

dem Boden vor der Leinwand liegt Konfetti. Jardin, die

dafür bekannt ist, in ihrer Arbeit gerne altertümliche

Bräuche oder Mythen aufzugreifen, tut dies auch in “Fat

to Ashes“, indem sie in drei filmischen Momentaufnah-

men ein sizilianisches religiöses Fest zu Ehren der heili-

gen Agatha, die traditionelle Schlachtung eines Schweins

und den Kölner Karneval miteinander verschmelzen,

aber auch aufeinanderprallen lässt.

Diese drei Szenarien sind alle im Ausstellungstitel ent-

halten und drehen sich um dieselbe Woche: eine Woche

der Ausschweifung vom sogenannten „Fat Thursday“

oder „giovedì grasso“ beziehungsweise Weiberfastnacht

oder Fettdonnerstag im Deutschen, bis zum Aschermitt-

woch als Tag der Ernüchterung und Beginn der Fasten-

zeit nach christlichem Kalenderjahr.

Jardin kombiniert dabei derbe Materialien mit sanften,

die aneinandergereiht genau den ritualisierten Exzess be-

inhalten, der in diesen über den Zeitraum von sieben Ta-

gen traditionell gefeierten Bräuchen enthalten ist: 

Fleisch, Haut, Wachs, Konfetti, Blut, Gedärme, Düfte,

Sinne, Rauch, Ritus, Alkohol, Exzess, Berührung, Gesang,

Fett und Asche.

It’s a lot and yet it’s deeply human.

Esther Harrison
Autorin Kunst Berlin
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Ausstellungen

Arena voller Exzesse: Pauline Curnier
Jardins "Fat to Ashes"
31. März 2021, 14:53 Uhr Quelle: dpa

Pauline Curnier Jardin spricht bei der Preisverleihung des Preises für

Gegenwartskunst im Hamburger Bahnhof - Museum für Gegenwart.

© Christophe Gateau/ dpa/ Archivbild

Berlin (dpa) - Die in Berlin und Rom lebende französische Künstlerin Pauline

Curnier Jardin hat die große Halle des Hamburger Bahnhofs in Berlin in einer

Arena für Rituale und Exzesse verwandelt. Mit der Ausstellung «Fat to Ashes»

(nach Ende der coronabedingten Schließung bis 19. September) präsentiert die

Gewinnerin des Preises der Nationalgalerie 2019 erneut eine Videoinstallation,

die in brutaler Genauigkeit auf gesellschaftliche Situationen blickt.

Die riesige Konstruktion Curnier Jardins erinnert an ein Colosseum ebenso wie

an einen Zirkus, dessen Seiten teils hinter einer Torte versteckt zu sein

scheinen. In dieser Arena zeigt die Französin auf raumgreifender Leinwand vor

von Heuresten umgebenen Zuschauertribünen eine Szenencollage aus der

jährlichen Prozedur für Agatha von Catania. Die als Heilige Verehrte wurde

gefoltert und verstümmelt, weil sie sich einer Heirat verwehrte. Dazu schneidet

Curnier Jardin Aufnahmen von der traditionellen Schlachtung eines Schweins

im ländlichen Italien. Dritter Spielort ist der Karneval in Köln mit

ausgelassenen Straßenszenen - nur einen Tag nach den rechtsextremen

Mordanschlägen von Hanau.

In der hart geschnittenen Szenenfolge vermengen sich Rituale, Gewalt, Exzesse,

Blut, Spektakel und Kontemplation, Gesang und Schreien, Tanz und Trance,

Gewalt gegen Frauen und Demonstrationen vermeintlicher Männlichkeit. «So

 /  /
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sind wir», sagt Curnier Jardin. Die mitunter schockierende Wirkung ihrer Bilder

nimmt sie in Kauf. Für sie verkörpert die Arena die unterschiedlichen

Vorstellungen europäischer Zivilisation.

Riesige gesegnete Kerzen aus Catania stellen eine Verbindung her zur zweiten

Arbeit der Ausstellung. Für die Installation «Feel Good» hat Curnier Jardin

Sexarbeiterinnen in Rom während des Corona-Lockdowns zu einem Workshop

eingeladen, aus dem eine Kooperative entstand. Sie bat die Teilnehmerinnen,

ihre Erfahrungen in kleinen Zeichnungen umzusetzen, die nun im Hamburger

Bahnhof zu sehen sind. Für die Zeit ihrer Arbeit an den Zeichnungen wurden

sie bezahlt wie von Freiern. Einnahmen, die inzwischen mit den Arbeiten

erzielt werden, teilt sich die «Feel Good Cooperative».

© dpa-infocom, dpa:210331-99-42609/2

Infos zur Ausstellung [https://www.smb.museum/ausstellungen/detail/pauline-

curnier-jardin/]
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What if Jean Genet’s Un chant d’amour (1950), a homoerotic 
cult movie depicting a prison full of muscular, horny 
young inmates, was shot again with a cast of menopausal 
German women? Here’s the pitch for Pauline Curnier 
Jardin’s most recent film, Qu’un sang impur (2019), a scrupu-
lously faithful remake that never veers into parody nor 
sands down the transgression in Genet’s vision of same-sex 
pleasures. Curnier Jardin, a Berlin-based French artist, 
lets us into a carceral world that is the site of a strangely 
isolated orgy: every bacchante remains in her own cell. 
As in the original film, the actors probe holes in the walls 
of their prisons, inserting fingers as well as straws to 
share the smoke of their cigarettes. They feverishly rub 
their bodies against the walls, masturbating, under the  
eye of an aroused jail guard who watches them through 
peepholes. As in Genet’s movie, Qu’un sang impur con-
cludes with an abstract escape from the prison walls, as if 
the inmates had fled. But this time, the artist’s movie  
climaxes with a loud scream: an unabashed orgasm, shouted 
with anger by the unlikely cast of old, middle-class  
German ladies. Curnier Jardin is a brazen artist who never 
shies away from making perilous connections in the  
service of her social explorations—in this case, of mature 
women’s sexuality.

Whereas in Genet’s film we never learn why the hunky 
young men are behind bars, in Curnier Jardin’s, the old 
women’s crime is made clear. These prisoners of love have 
killed innocent young men who crossed their paths:  
the delivery man knocking at their door, the butcher prepar-
ing their order, the jogger taking a break in the park.  
In fact, it looks as if the murders were the inevitable con-
sequence of a bizarre phenomenon: just before each  
lethal encounter, the killer granny regained the ability to 
menstruate, and this reappearance of bodily fluids sig-
naled a desire both sexual and murderous. Very few words are 
spoken in Qu’un sang impur, but Curnier Jardin doesn’t 
spare us any visual details: with Grand Guignol humor, 
she intercuts close-ups of fake blood dripping down the 
ladies’ legs, or shameless red stains on their pressed beige 
skirts. Yet while the artist certainly enjoys the shock  
value of these off-color scenes, she choreographs them 
with an eye that’s satirical, knowingly theatrical, and  
decidedly camp.
Qu’un sang impur netted the artist the German Preis der 
Nationalgalerie in 2019 when it was presented at Ham-
burger Bahnhof in Berlin. There, she screened it inside a 
110-square-meter womblike installation encircled by  
red trees (or were they gigantic uterine veins?). Pinned to 
these tree trunks, or sometimes slumped at their roots, 
were shiny pink vinyl cutouts that suggested naked wom-
en’s bodies collapsed in pleasure, or else melting into 
formlessness. The artist affectionately titled these cutouts 
Peaux de dames, which literally means “ladies’ skins” but 
also plays on Peau d’âne, a fairy tale the French filmmaker 
Jacques Demy adapted into a beloved 1970 movie star-
ring Catherine Deneuve. Peau d’âne seems worlds away from 
the gay prison showdowns of Un chant d’amour: Deneuve 
plays a princess who escapes to the forest and disguises 
herself in the skin of a donkey. Curnier Jardin’s menstru- 
ating murderers and cutout vinyl bodies suggest a surpris-
ing link between the prison and the fairy tale: these are 

81 Pauline Curnier Jardin, Qu’un sang impur (still), 2019.  
Courtesy: the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam. Photo: William Minke
82 83 Pauline Curnier Jardin, Ladies Skins in the Hot Flashes Forest, 2019, Preis der Nationalgalerie  
installation views at Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2019.  
Courtesy: the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam. Photo: Luca Girardini
84 85 Pauline Curnier Jardin, Explosion Ma Baby (stills), 2016.  

Courtesy: the artist and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam.  
Photo: Pauline Curnier JardinP. Curnier Jardin, C. Aubin

Attack of the Killer Grannies: Pauline Curnier Jardin
Charles Aubin

realms where people are not who they say they are, don 
personalities at will, and express their truest selves 
through disguise and role play. Everything, in Curnier 
Jardin’s art, is a masquerade.
I suspect it’s now clear that Qu’un sang impur is more than 
a grindhouse entertainment, and that even the wildest 
and most tasteless sequences ripple with historical homages, 
double entendres, and feminist winks and nods. That  
extends even to the film’s title: “qu’un sang impur” appears 
in the chorus of “La Marseillaise,” the French national  
anthem, which celebrates slaughtering the opponents of 
the nascent Republic (“Let an impure blood / water our 
fields”). This reference to “impure blood” takes on a dif-
ferent meaning, to say the least, when associated with 
the bodily fluids of elderly women. Or is it a wink at Jean 
Cocteau—Genet’s cinematographer for Un chant d’amour 
—and Cocteau’s own iconic film, Le sang d’un poète (1930)? 
Needless to add that neither Genet nor Cocteau had 
much time for women of any age, let alone women like 
the unabashed stars of Curnier Jardin’s film. As much  
as the artist admires these queer icons and pays her re-
spect to their trailblazing depictions of desire, she  
also provides a respectful feminist retort to their mascu-
line myopia.
After exiting the uterine forest of Qu’un sang impur, the audi-
ence at the Hamburger Bahnhof was let into an adjacent 
room bathed in clinical white light where the artist pro-
jected Explosion Ma Baby (2016)—a sensorial whirlwind  
of Dionysian excess. Shot with a Super-8 camera and edit-
ed at a very fast pace, this film is Curnier Jardin’s love  
letter (or perhaps her chant d’amour) to Mediterranean pro-
cessions in honor of Saint Sebastian, celebrated every 
summer in the heat of August. Against a heady percussive 
soundtrack, we see sweaty young men in white tank tops 
and red neckerchiefs bearing a statue of Sebastian through 
crowded streets. Teenagers proudly follow with banners, 
townspeople sprinkle cash upon the half-naked saint, and 
hundreds of thousands of colorful ribbons descend on a 
packed piazza. Families bring newborns to the ceremony, 
and in close-ups we see the babies being lifted at arm’s 
length and presented to the crowds, often covered with 
euro notes. This baroque citywide celebration radiates 
another kind of Bacchic joy, one just as cathartic and lib-
erating.
In 2020, the artist could not travel to her beloved proces-
sions. Locked down in Rome, she made a video collage  
of clips found on Facebook of Easter Masses and proces-
sions during the COVID-19 pandemic, titled Le Lente 
Passioni (Slow Passions). It’s heart-wrenching. We see pro-
cessions of two, three, maximum five people, all prop- 
erly “socially distanced,” performing the usual religious 
rites and choreographies. Others celebrate for the cam- 
era from the protective space of their living rooms. Like 
the orgiastic German ladies serving their postmenstrual 
prison sentences, these private worshipers have had to seek 
ecstasy alone.
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pauline curnier Jardin : « il n’y avait pas  
de meilleur endroit pour Être confinée ! »
Pensionnaire à l’Académie de France à Rome (Villa Médicis), l’artiste raconte  
son expérience du confinement, sa vie et ses projets bouleversés.

2020, annus horribilis. La pandémie qui s’est 
abattue sur la planète a produit des effets 
désastreux dans de nombreux secteurs, dont 
celui de la culture, avec son lot d’expositions 
et de manifestations annulées ou reportées, 
des pertes abyssales pour les musées et gale-
ries. Les artistes ne sont pas épargnés. La crise 
aura aussi freiné la création. Pensionnaire 
depuis septembre 2019, pour un an, à l’Aca-
démie de France à Rome, Pauline Curnier 
Jardin en fait la singulière expérience. L’Italie 
a été le premier pays européen à imposer un 
confinement qui a porté un coup d’arrêt à ses 
recherches dans les différentes régions de la 
Péninsule, condition sine qua non de la réali-
sation de son premier long métrage. Le séjour 
de l’artiste française, née en 1980 à Marseille 
et aujourd’hui basée à Berlin, s’en est trouvé 
bouleversé. La dolce vita a pris des allures de 
prison dorée. Rattrapée par l’âpre réalité glo-
bale venue chambouler une résidence qui avait 
commencé sous les meilleurs auspices, la plas-
ticienne, cinéaste et performeuse n’avait pas 
imaginé un tel scénario. Rien ne s’est déroulé 
comme prévu.

Comment a commencé, puis évolué  
cette résidence ? 
À travers ce séjour en Italie, je voulais 
approfondir une recherche sur le terrain, jouir 
d’une année sur place en faisant de Rome une 
base pour apprendre la langue, comprendre 
davantage cette culture, et tout simplement 
y vivre. Mon conjoint et moi nous sommes 
beaucoup investis dans la vie italienne. 
Nous avions déjà des amis ici. Les voir au 
quotidien, partager avec eux des choses d’une 
semaine à l’autre, c’était merveilleux. Quand 
la pandémie est arrivée, terrible, ça a été un 
choc, une tristesse totale, peut-être renforcée 
par une sorte d’ethnoromantisme. Quand ce 
ne sont pas les siens et que l’on a tant envie 
« d’en être », quand d’un coup le pays souffre 
et connaît de telles difficultés sociales… Nous 
avons été coupés de tout contact avec les 
Italiens à partir du 10 mars ; confinés dans 
la Villa Médicis, entre Français. Nous l’avons 
vécu comme une double peine. Quelque chose 
avait commencé de façon très belle, excitante, 
joyeuse ; comme une rencontre, le début d’une 
histoire d’amour. Et soudain, on nous a séparés. 
L’idée de quitter la Villa avec ce sentiment 
d’inachevé est une souffrance cuisante. Cela 
m’obsède, m’enrage, ce pays n’est même pas 
encore déconfiné qu’il faut partir. Car, bien sûr, 
c’est aussi lié à l’arrêt de mon projet. Depuis 
des années, je voulais assister à certaines 

processions, à des rites populaires, à des 
carnavals et aux fêtes de Pâques dans le nord 
et le sud de l’Italie. J’ai beaucoup lu sur chacun 
d’eux, je voulais les voir et les filmer pour mon 
premier long métrage, raison d’être de cette 
résidence à Rome en tant que scénariste. Il 
ne s’agit pas d’un documentaire, mais d’un 
processus expérimental, personnel. Je passe 
par l’expérience de ces rites traditionnels pour 
écrire mon film de fiction. Avec la pandémie, 
se regrouper en masse a été la première chose 
interdite, la procession étant le symbole même 
de ce qu’il ne faut pas faire.

Ce projet de film a-t-il fait long feu ? 
Il est suspendu, cela va prendre plus de temps 
que prévu. Cette situation m’a mise, comme 
de nombreuses personnes autour de moi, 
dans une inertie totale. J’ai passé beaucoup 
de temps à chercher où puiser un peu de force, 
l’énergie de m’y remettre. Une des questions 
centrales de mon travail, pour le dire très 
rapidement, est le corps (social et individuel), 
son désir, ses déviances. Le contraire d’un 
repli sur soi-même. J’avais heureusement 
commencé, filmé avant l’arrêt complet. J’ai 
un matériel dont je suis contente, j’en ferai 
sûrement quelque chose. J’étais aussi venue 
à Rome pour apprendre un répertoire de 
chants populaires aux côtés de Giovanna 

Marini, une femme extraordinaire qui a 
entamé dans les années 1970 la récolte de 
ces chants polyphoniques dans toute l’Italie 
et qui a transcrit sous la forme de partitions 
ce qui n’était que de la tradition orale. Tous 
les mardis, j’avais l’honneur de faire partie 
de sa chorale à l’école de musique qu’elle a 
fondée dans le Testaccio, dont elle est une 
figure emblématique. C’était un rendez-
vous fabuleux avec les Romains. Ça aussi, 
c’est terminé, même si les cours continuent 
en ligne. Enfin, si je suis autant bloquée, 
encore aujourd’hui, c’est pour une raison très 
pratique partagée par tous les parents, depuis 
la fermeture des écoles. Avec une petite fille de 
5 mois et un fils de 7 ans, travailler est devenu 
impossible. C’est déjà compliqué d’être artiste 
et parent, de se mettre à créer de 10 h à 16 h, 
mais avec l’école à la maison, la logistique 
quotidienne ! La sidération a été telle que, dans 
un premier temps, je ne voyais même pas tout 
ce que j’étais en train de perdre. Aujourd’hui, 
j’ai du mal à réenclencher les choses. Je me dis 
que les processions reprendront l’an prochain, 
qu’il faudrait que je reste un an de plus ou que 
je revienne. Mais on ne sait pas, dans un an, 

ce qu’il en sera du rapport entre les corps des 
uns et des autres, ce que voudra dire se mêler 
dans une foule.

Quel bilan vous inspire cette expérience ? 
J’avais plus d’a priori négatifs que positifs. 
Je ne pouvais qu’être agréablement surprise. 
Cette année, cette vie italienne a été un peu 
un rêve. Je me sentais là où il fallait que je 
sois. Je n’avais pas pu me consacrer à cette 
recherche avant, et cela risque d’être difficile 
de le faire après. J’y étais presque. Je suis 
partagée entre des sentiments ambivalents. 
La Villa Médicis est un endroit sublime, 
mais aussi d’un autre temps, pas des plus 
glorieux. Jean-Baptiste Colbert, l’inventeur 
du Code noir qui a mis en place l’esclavage 
en France, en est le fondateur – c’est un 
drôle de fantôme. Et il y a tous ces portraits 
des anciens pensionnaires, uniquement des 
hommes… C’est aussi un milieu très parisien. 
Quand je suis arrivée, j’ai eu l’impression 
d’être à une terrasse du Marais ! Je peux me 
plaindre, tout en reconnaissant que je suis ici 
le cul dans la crème. Nous bénéficions d’une 
bourse conséquente pour un an, en habitant 
dans un parc privé dans le centre de Rome, 
c’est pas mal ! Mais ce n’est pas parce qu’on 
est privilégié un an dans sa vie que l’on ne peut 
pas émettre de critiques, regarder en face le 
monde comme il va. C’est un peu le danger 
de cet endroit. Je suis moi-même victime de 
cette dynamique, dans une espèce de morale 
chrétienne induite, voire réactionnaire, en me 
disant que je n’ai pas le droit de critiquer parce 
que je suis là. L’institution est à mon sens 
sclérosée dans son fonctionnement depuis 
des générations, sous le joug de l’histoire 
impérialiste de la France et de son amour 
pour la hiérarchie. Tout dépend ce que l’on 
est venu y chercher. Mon projet était clair et 
lié à l’extérieur de la Villa, qui constituait alors 
une base très confortable. Mon état d’esprit 
en arrivant ici résonne encore, mélancolique, 
dans cette situation de désastre. La résidence, 
cette vie de sans-souci y ont contribué. C’était 
la meilleure année pour faire la Villa Médicis : 
au Pincio, avec un salaire. Il n’y avait pas de 
meilleur endroit pour être confinée !
sTéphAne RenAuLT

Pauline Curnier Jardin a été lauréate en 
septembre dernier du Preis der Nationalgalerie 
2019, équivalent allemand du prix Marcel-
Duchamp. Son exposition prévue en 
novembre 2020 à la Hamburger Bahnhof, à 
Berlin, a été reportée à mars 2021. Expositions 
collectives à venir en France : Manifesta 13, 
Marseille ; « Remember Tomorrow is the 
First Day of Your Life », CAPC musée d’Art 
contemporain de Bordeaux ; « Possédé.e.s », 
MO.CO., Montpellier ; « ¡Viva Villa ! », 
Collection Lambert, Avignon. L’exposition de la 
promotion 2019-2020 des artistes en résidence 
se tiendra à à la Villa Médicis du 9 juillet au 
13 septembre 2020 (commissariat Lorenzo 
Romito). paulinecurnierjardin.com

« nous avons été coupés de tout 
contact avec les italiens à partir 
du 10 mars ; confinés dans la villa 
Médicis, entre Français. Quelque 
chose avait commencé de façon 
très belle, excitante, joyeuse ; 
comme une rencontre, le début  
d’une histoire d’amour. »

Pauline Curnier Jardin à la Villa Médicis, 

photographiée par Samuel Gratacap, également 

pensionnaire cette année. © Samuel Gratacap
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BERLIN — “Flat and soft women who could
be rolled up and stored,” inhabit Pauline
Curnier Jardin’s Hot Flashes Forest. “A life
would have marked them, even gave them a
look, big eyes, a gutted animal life,” she says
of her Peaux de Dame (Lady Skins, 2019), in
which the artist pins deflated vinyl fabric to
the walls of her red forest. The figures suggest
the anonymous female form, easily discarded,
hanging around the dimly lit gallery like
clothing, a plasticized relic that simulates
dehydrating meat. In her latest installation at

the Hamburger Bahnhof, the French artist, who won Germany’s esteemed Preis der
Nationalgalerie last fall, interrogates patriarchal credo through the lens of its unseen
bodies.

Through the two-dimensional forest, where
cutouts of trees form perforated curtains that
spill onto the floor, Curnier Jardin projects
her recent film, Qu’un Sang Impur (2019),
which posits the aging female body as a source
of contraband sexuality. Inspired by Jean
Genet’s 1950 homoerotic Un Chant D’Amour,
Curnier Jardin’s adaptation replaces Genet’s
young male inmates with post-menopausal
women. They masturbate in front of a
disciplinary yet curious male guard, blow
smoke into each other’s mouths through a

ART

An Artist Presents Menopausal Women’s
Bodies as Powerfully Sexual
Inspired by Jean Genet’s 1950 homoerotic Un Chant D’Amour,
Pauline Curnier Jardin’s recent lm Qu’un Sang Impur (2019)
interrogates patriarchal credo through the lens of its unseen bodies.
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crack in the wall, and run through an excessive woodland — all notes from the original
Genet. Curnier Jardin flashes from the quotidian German suburbs to mock prison
cells, which, unlike Genet’s sterile black and white cells, are colored by green walls,
inmates clad in pearls, and bouquets of wilted flowers that the women run across their
breasts and swallow whole.

In the suburbs, the artist’s subjects encounter
an irreverent male youth. Locking eyes with
the young butcher, the young mailman, blood
runs down their pantyhose and forms hot
pools on the sidewalk. Little girls in pigtails
eat cake and watch them bleed. Despite their
so-called liberation from the reproductive
loop, Curnier Jardin’s women bleed in
moments of arousal. They rub their bodies
against the prison walls while the security
guard watches, both a response to the male
gaze and a gesture to dismantle it. A hot pink

fingernail penetrates the prison peephole, feeling around in circles for an eye. Actress
Eva-Maria Kurz mocks the guard via a coquettish scowl.

If Foucault’s panopticon is a societal diagram of power, Curnier Jardin’s installation is
an effort to disrupt its one-directional purview. In her world, menopause is the
veritable saran wrap against capitalism. It loosens the body from the confines of
commodification. If one is no longer annexed as the object of desire, she may become
something else. She may take off her patina suit and bleed on her slingback kitten
heels without taking note. She may kiss and bite her knee, watched or unwatched,



inserting a beige loafer as an eschewed dildo. In moments of the film’s peak arousal,
flies buzz in the background in a rotting loop of white noise. The erotica of the older
woman is not enacted without encountering fragments of its own shame.

Pauline Curnier Jardin’s installation, part of a joint exhibition with her fellow 2019 Preis
der Nationalgalerie nominees, will be on view at the Hamburger Bahnhof (Invalidenstraße
50-51, 10557 Berlin) until February 15. The artist will have a solo exhibition in honor of her
win, which will open this November.

MORE FROM HYPERALLERGIC
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EXPOSITION. «Anticorps»
Au Palais de Tokyo, à Paris. Commissaires : Daria de Beauvais, Adélaïde Blanc, Cédric Fauq, Yoann 
Gourmel, Vittoria Matarrese, François Piron et Hugo Vitrani.  
Cette exposition collective d’art contemporain offre une grande diversité de propositions artistiques, souvent 
fort originales. Au Palais de Tokyo, on explique que le titre de l’exposition, «Anticorps», ne doit pas être 
compris dans sa seule définition biologique, si tragiquement d’actualité, mais aussi, en particulier, au sens de 
«contours de l’enveloppe corporelle» ou encore de «corps rejetés» en raison, notamment, de leur invalidité. 
Parmi les multiples thèmes évoqués par les artistes de l’exposition, on cite au Palais de Tokyo «la capacité de 
notre espèce à faire corps ensemble et à repenser notre façon d’habiter le monde».
Sept artistes de l’exposition sont nés en France :
Pauline Curnier Jardin (1980, Marseille) expose plusieurs sculptures de sa série «Peaux de dame», entreprise en 
2018 : sur des formes en contreplaqué (par exemple, une poubelle ou un lampadaire) sont disposées de vagues 
silhouettes féminines, couleur marron clair, réalisées en vinyle et censées évoquer «l’élasticité des corps et la 
violence qu’ils subissent», indique-t-on. Pour en savoir plus : http://paulinecurnierjardin.com
Kevin Desbouis (1993, Decize, Nièvre) présente, d’une part, une enveloppe transparente contenant un de ses 
textes, d’autre part, un tatouage en décalcomanie qui, proposé dans des mangeoires pour chevaux, s’inspire d’un 
dessin qu’un ministre français avait produit pour expliquer les zones du corps que les policiers étaient autorisés 
à viser avec un lanceur de balles de défense. Pour en savoir plus : https://www.instagram.com/okdb__/?hl=fr
Lola Gonzàlez (1988, Angoulême) projette un film, «Summer Camp» (2015), dans lequel quatre hommes, 
enfermés dans une maison, se livrent à une sorte d’entrainement militaire tout en scandant des prénoms, qu’ils 
inscrivent sur les murs. Pour en savoir plus : https://lola-gonzalez.com
Florence Jung (1986, Saint-Avold, Moselle) a conçu pour l’exposition un «scénario» dans lequel une personne, 
qui dit «aller bien», vaque à ses occupations dans une salle du Palais de Tokyo interdite au visiteur. L’œuvre se 
veut une réflexion sur l’état de bien-être. 
Pour en savoir plus : http://www.florencejung.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/about_what_I_do.pdf
Tarek Lakhrissi (1992, Châtellerault) a réalisé une installation intégrant de la musique, des éclairages lumineux 
et des armes fantaisistes, qui pointent dans toutes les directions. 
Pour en savoir plus : https://tareklakhrissi.com
Josèfa Ntjam (1992, Metz) expose une grande boite vitrée comportant deux petits écrans vidéo et à l’intérieur de 
laquelle on distingue des sortes de concrétions. 
Pour en savoir plus : https://ntjamjosefa.com
Dominique Petitgand (1965, Laxou, Meurthe-et-Moselle) propose une installation comprenant des extraits de 
films sur des luttes sociales en France, avec des fragments de voix entrecoupés de silences. Pour en savoir plus : 
https://gbagency.fr/artists/dominique-petitgand
Par ailleurs, deux artistes étrangers de l’exposition travaillent présentement en France : 
Xinyi Cheng (1989, Chine) présente des peintures dont «l’esthétique est fondée avant tout sur la fascination pour 
des visages et des corps», indique-t-on au Palais de Tokyo, où l’on parle d’«érotique du dévoilement». Pour en 
savoir plus : https://xinyichengart.com
Achraf Touloub (1986, Maroc) présente des dessins dans lesquels «la répétition de motifs rend les contours des 
protagonistes inséparables de leurs environnements, s’en distinguant seulement brièvement par contrastes et 
jeux de couleurs», explique-t-on au Palais de Tokyo.
Pour en savoir plus : http://www.lachatregalerie.com/-Achraf_Touloub--_1_204_af=1&p=3&g=2.html 
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AKTUALISIERT AM 13.09.2019 - 11:26

D ie aus Marseille stammende Künstlerin Pauline Curnier Jardin erhält in diesem Jahr den
Preis der Nationalgalerie Berlin. Die einstimmige Entscheidung der Jury wurde am

Donnerstagabend in Berlin vom Direktor der Nationalgalerie, Udo Kittelmann, bekannt
gegeben. Die Jury würdigte vor allem die herausfordernde und verunsichernde Sprache der
Arbeiten.

Die 1980 geborene Curnier Jardin lebt in Berlin. Bei ihren Arbeiten bedient sie sich mit
begehbaren Installationen der Mittel des Kinos und verbindet sie mit ihren Skulpturen.

Die grenzüberschreitende Arbeitsweise verbindet optische und erzählende Elemente von
Theater und Kino. Im Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin hat Curnier Jardin für ihre Präsentation
begehbare Installationen geschaen, in denen sich filmische Sequenzen mit Skulpturen zu einer
eigenen Welt verbinden.

In der 16 Minuten dauernden Installation „Qu’un Sang Impure“
etwa greift sie Jean Genets „Un Chant d’Amour“ von 1950 auf,
ersetzt dabei aber die jungen Insassen eines Gefängnisses durch
Frauen nach der Menopause, die ebenso exzessiv wie verstörend
ihre erotische Kraft zelebrieren. Jenseits des Kreislaufes der
Reproduktion, losgelöst von männlichen Begierden, gibt Curnier
Jardin ihren Darstellerinnen eine besondere Macht.

Die Auszeichnung wurde zum zehnten Mal vergeben. Neben
Curnier Jardin waren Simon Fujiwara, Flaka Haliti und Katja
Novitskova für die alle zwei Jahre verliehene Auszeichnung der
Freunde der Nationalgalerie nominiert worden. Werke der vier
Anwärter waren seit Mitte August im Hamburger Bahnhof
ausgestellt.

Der Gewinner des Preises für Künstler unter 40 Jahren, die in
Deutschland leben, wird seit 2013 nicht mehr mit einem Geldpreis, sondern mit einer
Einzelausstellung in einem der Häuser der Nationalgalerie ausgezeichnet. Dazu erscheint auch
eine Publikation.

BEGEHBARE INSTALLATIONEN

Pauline Curnier Jardin erhält Preis der
Nationalgalerie

Der Preis der Nationalgalerie soll in Deutschland lebende junge Künstler fördern.
Die grenzüberschreitende Arbeitsweise der diesjährigen Gewinnerin verbindet
optische und erzählende Elemente von Theater und Kino.

Pauline Curnier Jardin bei der Preisverleihung im
Hamburger Bahnhof Bild: dpa

F+ PODCASTS BLOGS THEMEN TICKER ARCHIV STELLENMARKT
Feuilleton Pauline Curnier Jardin erhält Preis der Nationalgalerie
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Contemporary art award for young artists goes to Pauline
Curnier Jardin
Every two years, four artists under the age of 40 and based in Germany are nominated for the prestigious Preis der
Nationalgalerie award. The 2019 winner is French artist Pauline Curnier Jardin.

Four under 40
All four nominees have international careers and created their art in Germany. All are under 40 (from left to right): Pauline Curnier Jardin from France,
Simon Fujiwara from the UK, Flaka Haliti from Kosovo and Katja Novitskova from Estonia. On September 12, Jardin was announced as the winner of the
National Gallery Prize, awarded every two years.
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Winner of the National Gallery Prize: Pauline Curnier Jardin
Combining performance, installations and videos in her works, the French conceptual artist often revisits historical events, mythology and religion. "Grotta
Profunda Approfundita," her installation at the 2017 Venice Biennale, is inspired by the story of Bernadette Soubirous, who in 1858 experienced the Marian
apparitions known as Our Lady of Lourdes.

Simon Fujiwara
The 36-year-old artist describes his work as a mix of politics, architecture and biography. Fujiwara's installation "Empathy I" requires the viewer to select a
number and wait before a ride on a 5D simulator. But instead of an entertaining spin like the ones you'd get in an amusement park, you are confronted with
the real world. The works of the British artist have been shown at the Tate Modern.
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    1. 
  
On 11 February 1858, a sickly and undernourished child, who had contracted 
tuberculosis in her infancy, Bernadette Soubirous (Maria Bernada Sobeirons) had a 
vision whilst gathering firewood near the grotto of Massabielle in Lourdes. She 
claimed she saw “that” and that “that” was similar to a 12 yearold child, slightly 
younger than herself, slightly smaller than herself. After a long process, mediated 
by individual (Bernardette’s aunt) and collective agents (the Church, the local 
institutions), the vision was identified as the Virgin Mary. In 1864, a statue, 
celebrating the Marian apparition the church had in the meantime recognized, was 
placed in an alcove within the grotto. Created by the famed sculptor Joseph-
Hugues Fabisch, the image is a fairly orthodox representation of the Virgin Mary, a 
mature woman with fair complexion and a pious gaze. Upon seeing it, the child felt 
disappointed: it looked nothing like her vision. 

  

In Pauline Curnier Jardin’s Grotta Profunda, les humeurs du gouffre1 (Grotta 
Profunda, the moody chasms, 2011) Bernadette has another vision. She is no 
longer a girl child, now she is a young man in drag. He/she wears a headdress and 
white apron with block-heel sandals, and follows the vision into the grotto, 
touching its rocky, muddy walls. Smearing his/her face with its charcoal-coloured 
residue—the real Bernadette ate mud whilst digging in search of  her miraculous 
water source—Bernadette turns into a blackMadonna (or is it a Madonna in 
blackface?) and falls victim to a mixture of sexual ecstasy and agonizing pain. The 
mud face paint announces a further transmutation. When he/she pulls her skirt 
up, a seedy-looking Jesus’ peeps up between his/her legs. Wearing nothing but a 
loincloth and a headband Jesus reclines on a chair, slightly lifting his 
undergarments. He seems to mutter “I know you want it”. Promptly, Bernadette 
turns into a limbless, barnacle-like creature, with a protruding eye shaped head 
and a cylindrical body. 
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Pauline Curnier Jardin, Grotta Profunda, les humeurs du gouffre (Grotta Profunda, the moody chasms), 2011. HD 
video and sound, 28 minutes. © Pauline Curnier Jardin 

  
The question of origins is a perilous one. Origins, Terry Eagleton argues, are always 
criminal: “political legitimacy is founded on fading memory and blunted 
sensibility.”2 The truth about the original usurpation, as Blaise Pascal noted, must 
not be made apparent: “it came about originally without reason and has become 
reasonable. We must see that it is regarded as authentic and eternal, and its 
origins must be hidden if we do not want it soon to end.”3 It is not just that these 
are bloody and arbitrary, “it is also the sheer scandal of an origin as such, for what 
was born can also die.”4 The primal scene of the sources of power (the church, the 
state, the patriarchy), to paraphrase Eagleton, does not bear looking into, and any 
attempt to unveil them will be construed as a kind of sexual indecency.5 

  

Standing at the intersection between architecture and anatomy, a grotto is an 
uncanny place, a form of scenic indecency, one could say, if landscape would be 
capable of signaling moral impropriety. A grotto is a geological vulva if you will, a 
concavity full of mysteries. A popular feature of garden-design in 17th century 
Italy, the grotto is also the origin of the word ‘grotesque’. 
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Pauline Curnier Jardin, Viola Melon, Baiser Melocoton, 2013. Mixed media installation, dimensions variable. © 
Pauline Curnier Jardin 

  
Once inside the cave, a parade of unseemly creatures will lead the viewer to 
confront ‘the big questions’. Who is your mother? Is the mother female? Is it the 
Venus of Willendorf? The Black Madonna? St Sarah whose dark skin and Romani 
worship seems to point to the Hindu goddess Kali? The ancient earthgoddess 
converted to Christianity? Baubo, whose face-in-torso figurines, with a vulva in 
place of chin, look like a gender inversion of Bernadette’s Jesus genitalia? Is she 
made of flesh or earthly matter? Is she Artemis of Ephesus, Isis, Ceres, or Demeter, 
Ge-meter, the Earth Mother, and protagonist of Curnier Jardin’s Viola Melon, Baiser 
Melocoton - a film in a goddess6 (2013-14) making a cameo appearance? Is she 
black like the most fertile soil or is she black because in ancient Aramaic, a language 
of idioms, black means sorrowful, like Isis the sorrowful, who tried to retrieve and 
reassemble the dismembered body of her husband Osiris—who is now her son 
Jesus—but could not find his phallus—as it had been eaten by a fish—hence turns 
into a virgin. Brimming with metis, her transmutations never stop. 

  

Is the limbless Bernadette-barnacle-in-black-face the missing limb? Is her/his 
strangely shaped dildo-like body, designed for a non-human (divine) anatomy? 
And what are we to make of its ontological status? As a child Curnier Jardin was 
fascinated by the narrow and flexible telescopic cameras, used in colonoscopy 
tests, that enable one to see inside the body. The artist even considered a career 
as a surgeon, howbeit briefly. Probing the grotto’s innards, Bernadette’s head truly 
becomes the all-seeing eye. 
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Pauline Curnier Jardin, Explosion Ma Baby, 2016. HD video and sound, 7 minutes. © Pauline Curnier Jardin 

  
In her 2016 video Explosion Ma Baby7, Curnier Jardin filmed the men-only ritual of 
dedicating baby boys to San Sebastian—ironically, a homoerotic icon, usually 
depicted languidly flaunting his arrow pierced body—amidst money garlands and 
fireworks, signifiers for riches and power. In another instance of a ritual which 
seems to at once reveal and conceal an aesthetic crisis, the potency of capital is 
assimilated to (male) sexual potency, as the newborns are consecrated to the 
apotropaic magic of wealth and affluence. In this phallocentric ceremony, the 
anticipation of fortunate destinies is wholly dominated by the theme of 
masculinity—how are we not to suffer from penisenvy? 

  

A dildo, philosopher Paul B. Preciado argues, however phallic in its shape, is not a 
phallus. Rather than a symbol for patriarchy or phallocentrism, a dildo is an 
offering to the vulva. Hence Bernardette’s new shape: she “enters into her 
beloved” as the eerie song tells us, penetrating the impenetrable to consecrate 
her/himself to the grotto. 
  

2. 
  
Patriarchal, land-based accumulation is typically threatened by the figure of the 
promiscuous or ‘cheating’ wife. Hence the all-pervasive anxiety about the vulva—
which is no longer allowed to speak (vagina loquens) or bite (vagina dentata) as it 
did in pagan times—and the lionization of virginity. But to be a virgin can also be 
seen as a political statement, to remove oneself from the cycle of social 
reproduction, to not feed the empire with a new generation of soldiers or a 
renewed tax base. Bernadette, the eldest of nine children, aspired to joining a 
religious order, possibly in order to escape the curse of fertility. Her vision wears a 
blue sash tied around her waist, the habit of the sisterhood she covets for herself. 

Inside Curnier Jardin’s grotto, the vision turns into 
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an ice-cream cone—a camp version of the land of Cockaigne, a world without hurt 
or hunger—dripping milky cream out of its heavenly vanilla bosom. Isn’t this the 
promise of capital? Paradise at your fingertips, in the plentiful stock of department 
store shelves. 

  

But long before commodity display became the phantasmagoria of modernity, the 
grotto had its own shadow play, and its own drama of presence and absence, the 
allegory of the cave or what Plato called the “two-worlds hypotheses”, the divide 
between being and appearance. Things which are seen by the Mind’s Eye are of a 
different kind than things which are seen by the physical eyes. The philosopher 
sees concepts, undernourished children with uncertain prospects for the future 
see the Virgin or ice-cream cones. 
  

 

Pauline Curnier Jardin, Grotta Profunda, les humeurs du gouffre (Grotta Profunda, the moody chasms) 2011. HD 
video and sound, 28 minutes. © Pauline Curnier Jardin 

  
The two boys inside the cone could also be described as a double articulation of 
difference, howbeit not of a metaphysical kind: sexual difference and racial 
difference. They wear sheer tights—the most sought after commodity during war 
times, which women would obtain by offering their sexual favours to the American 
army—but seem to discover shame the moment they slip out of their ice-cream 
cone shaped value-form, as if to signal that the uncommodified is a form of social 
nakedness. 
  

What about the Fiji Mermaid, a mermaid/monkey creature exhibited by P.T 
Barnum in his garish museum in 1842, consisting of the torso and head of a 
juvenile monkey sewn to the back half of a large fish, which he leased for $12.50 a 
week? Doesn’t she look like the Starbucks logo? She tries to sing but her vocal 
cords can only articulate an animalistic grunt. And what about the woman spider 
who crawls around the cave wearing vinyl boots on her feetlike hands? Are these 
archetypes or funfair freaks? 
  

3. 
  
Perhaps the best way to access the representational status of Grotta Profunda, les 
humeurs du gouffre’s protagonists would be via the concept of the carnivalesque. 
Originally formulated by Russian linguist Mikhail Bakhtin in his work Rabelais and 
his World (1968) the carnivalesque is characterized by the destabilization or 
reversal of social structures.  By mobilizing satire and all forms of visual 
grotesquery, the carnivalesque allows for transgressive behaviour to thrive 

beneath the veneer of hierarchy and order. During 
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carnival, rank is abolished and metaphor is incarnate, hypostatizing deviancy onto 
the concreteness of the physical body, stretched and strained to the limits of 
recognition. 

  

In The Accursed Share (1949), French author Georges Bataille notes that 
preindustrial societies were characterised by the “unproductive consumption of 
the surplus” and the sacrificial expenditure of the superabundance of energy all 
organic life is based upon. Capitalism, the only economic system that redirects the 
surplus back into production, is in this sense an aberration, an economic anomaly. 
The carnival, one could say, represents the return of the repressed, of the 
unproductive expenditure of surpluses, howbeit in transcendental form, as 
aesthetic excess. 
  

 
Pauline Curnier Jardin, Grotta Profunda Approfondita, 2011-2017. Mixed media installation, dimensions variable. 
Installation view at Arsenale, 57th Venice Biennale, Venice, 2017. © Pauline Curnier Jardin (Photo: Daniele Zoico) 

  
For Bakhtin, the carnival creates an alternative social space, a world not of this 
world, populated by freedom, equality and abundance. Its grotesque 
transgressions unleash the mythical potential of moving between classes, genders, 
races or even species, as well as the promise of newness and transmutation, of a 
progeny that radically differs from its progenitors. Rather than a simple inversion, 
debasement or profanation (high and low, sacred and profane, male and female, 
day and night), Curnier Jardin’s carnivalesque tableaux could be described as a 
“portrayal of the protean body” based on a “fantasy of metamorphosis, change 
and mutability, unconfined by the forms of actuality”. Rather than fantastic 
figures, her protagonists could be described as political subjects who can carry the 
progressive promise of “a transformation that could be undergone by all—
politically, socially.”8 The figure of the witch, recurring throughout Curnier Jardin’s 
oeuvre—appearing for instance as the hand-shaped entrance of the Grotta 
Profunda Approfondita installation, built by the artist for her presentation in the 
Venice Biennial 2017, which functioned as the film’s “body”—is one such political 
subject. Her interest in witchery, the carnival, transmogrification and the feminine 
are epistemic as well as political, and, one could venture, tied to her origins in 
southeastern France, a region which remained attached to a great many 
premodern practices, like storytelling, folk-tales and superstition. Growing up in 
Marseille, a city that celebrates its pagan origins stretching back to Greek and 
Phoenician times (Massalia), Curnier Jardin used to act-out the legends of Gyptis 
and Protis in her schooldays, dressed in blue and white, the same colours used to 
depict the Virgin’s robes. Curnier Jardin was named after her great great Romani 

grandmother Pauline Lombert, who used to run a 
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travelling cinema and settled in Saintes-Marie-de-la-Mer after WWII. The town is, 
to this day, the  center of veneration to St Sarah (aka Sara the Black, or Sara e Kali 
in Romani) the patron of Romani people. In 2012, Curnier Jardin created her own 
living nativity Crèche Vivante (2012), inspired by the living nativity played each 
year in Les Baux de Provence. The artist’s work also tends to incorporate 
influences from Flamenco, horror movies and Napolitan Baroque cribs, all of which 
were somewhat present in her domestic environment, and which, in her practice 
take on a great many forms, ranging from painting to sculpture or assemblage, 
scenic design and manifold props. Rather than an exercise in nostalgia, the 
engagement with marginalized traditions is, for the artist, a form of militancy—not 
so much in the sense of the personal being political but in the sense of Audre 
Lorde’s concept of selfcare as an act of advocacy (in A Burst of Light, 1988). 
  

 

  

4. 
  
The witch-hunts, which befell Europe at the dawn of capitalism, targeting healers, 
Roma and Jewish communities and single or older women, were not the last 
throes of a dying dark-age, but the birth pangs of the modern era; the first in a 
long-lineage of modern genocidal practices. Unlike class antagonism, which results 
from economical inequality and exploitation, gender and racial antagonisms have 
no material origin or raison d'être. Instead, they require manufacturing. The witch- 
hunts and the antimagic polemic that ran through Western modernity  were the 
historical precondition to the rise of an economy predicated upon the subjugation 
of the dispossessed to wage-discipline. As the destitute peasants were expelled 
from an increasingly privatized countryside, they flocked to the urban centres. 
Once there, women had almost no access to wages, in a society that was 
becoming rapidly monetarized. Away from their families and communities, they 
enjoyed no form of social protection, whilst authorities began to turn a blind eye 
on sexual assault. This de facto decriminalization of rape proved highly effective in 
preventing social tensions from assuming a political form, leading gangs of young 
men to prey on vulnerable maids and spinsters, instead of rioting, revolting against 
their employers or stirring up dissent. The rise of capitalism was coeval with a war 
against women, which comprised a sexual division of labour, subjugating women’s 
labour (that is: reproductive labour) to wage labour (that is: productive labour), 
and the resulting exclusion of women from waged work. This exclusion concurred 
with the instituting of the nuclear family, grounded on the economic dependence 
of women to men, and the subjugation of female reproductive functions to the 
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reproduction of labour power, buttressed by a punitive approach to birth control 
and reproductive autonomy. 

  
Primitive accumulation, as Silvia Federici argued in her seminal work Caliban and 
the Witch (1998), was not simply an accumulation of riches and labourpower, it 
was an accumulation of differences and divisions which would tear apart the 
working masses, by introducing gender and racial hierarchies amongst the 
exploited. From this perspective, the politicization of gender and sexuality is tied 
to the privatization of the commons. These twin events will set in motion an 
ideological machine, whose dynamics will develop a novel form of persecuting 
society. The othering of women is thus just an initial othering, followed by a 
succession of further otherings. 
  

 

Pauline Curnier Jardin, Blutbad Parade, 2015. HD video and sound, 35 minutes. © Pauline Curnier Jardin 

  
Blutbad Parade9 (2014) is, from this perspective, a paradigmatic staging of this 
primal scene, in which the ‘feminine’, the ‘collective’, the ‘deviant’, the ‘queer’, 
and the ‘monstrous’ are annihilated by a triangulation of masculinity, potency and 
technology, here personified by the French air force. A real event—in 1916 the city 
of Karlsruhe was bombed, and a circus was hit midway through the performance—
becomes, in Curnier Jardin’s film, an allegory for the death of the carnival, and its 
unbridled appetites, replaced by the considerably more voracious appetite of 
capital and empire. Curnier Jardin’s characters, inspired by Harlequin and 
Pulcinella in the commedia dell’arte, seem stunned, unable to catch up. Body 
parts, like a nose or a hand, are now growing on trees. In this world of flux and 
turmoil dynamism does not necessarily lead to revolution—capital is already an 

inherently transgressive force, whose “normativity 
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is defined by the arbitrary and aberrant” and whose “stability is no more than a 
ceaselessly renegotiated disorder”10. The circus and the avant-garde, the ciphers 
for subversion, are now themselves subverted, disrupted, destroyed. What is one 
to make of a life in which unreliability and the pressure exercised by 
uncontrollable social forces is the norm? 
  
Coeurs de Silex11 (Hearts of Flint, 2012) introduces us to a gang of such wretched 
characters: the army veteran, the single mother who doubles as suburban healer, 
the juvenile delinquent, the necromancer, the coach who tries to recruit the local 
youth into his assassin squad. The army veteran is played by Curnier Jardin’s 
partner—who also features in Grotta Profunda as the boy inside the ice-cream 
cone—and all the other actors are long-time collaborators of the artist. The 
project joins together several of the threads that run through the artist’s oeuvre. 
In the opening sequence the coach tells us the girl is his best killer, but for a 
caveat, she eats people. The god-fearing folk know eating people is a heinous act, 
a crime against nature: witches used to eat human flesh, typically killing and 
cooking children during the witches Sabbath, and so did Africans and the New 
World savages, known for their cannibalistic taste for human flesh. Jews too, were 
said to murder Christian children to use their blood for ritual purposes, such as an 
ingredient in the baking of Passover matzah (unleavened bread). Nowadays only 
Zombies seem to indulge this habit. The girl’s mother, though being versed in 
witchcraft, eats earth instead, as does the army veteran, though he prefers the 
crunchy bits. As for the necromancer, he seems to know the earth is made of 
(dead) people. In Noisy-le-Sec, a French town heavily bombed in 1944, there is no 
shortage of shallow buried bodies. In Coeurs de Silex even the living seem bereft of 
life, stumbling around aimlessly. In all cases the object of their desire (the missing 
father, the ancestors, the fatherland) becomes a cruel attachment, an obstacle or 
impediment to well-being. The structure of the characters’ antagonism mirrors the 
structure of social antagonisms. The necromancer is a gentle soul, prone to an 
animist disposition. The single mother has an entrepreneurial mindset. She set up 
a start-up in order to monetize the town’s soil. Curnier Jardin calls her character 
the “connasse contemporaine”. Her whole life is oriented upwards, to escaping 
the suburbs, whose horizontality and immobility contrasts the verticality and 
hypermobility of capital flows. 

  

Animism, superstition and sympathetic magic, according to Ernesto de Martino, 
are attempts to deal with the dearth of social assistance and the precariousness of 
life. At a time when “the traditional infrastructures for reproducing life—at work, 
in intimacy, politically—are crumbling at a threatening pace,” Curnier Jardin’s 
characters are at pains to ritualize their existence, but not even that seems to 
work. Unable to figure out what it means to “have a life”, they stay attached to 
“lives that do not work” while striving to “maintain their footing in worlds that are 
not there for them”.12 
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Pauline Curnier Jardin, Cœurs de Silex (Hearts of Flint), 2012. HD video and sound, 40 minutes. © Pauline Curnier 
Jardin 

  
Zombies—typically devoid of subjectivity and individual agency—are an allegory 
for the underclass, for those whose lives we deem not worthy of being lived. They 
are an expression of middle class anxiety about seeing their lives degraded to the 
status of those beneath them and of the fear of evacuated futures. But they are 
also a pre-emptive expression of an existential risk, the “risk that the individual 
presence itself (may) get lost as a centre for decision and choice, and drown in a 
negation that strikes the very possibility of any cultural action at all.”13 

  

The suburb is, in this sense, the urbanistic equivalent to the zombie. The creation 
of vast areas of suburbanized, dormitory towns, as writer, producer and film 
scholar Olivier Marboeuf argues, reproduces the colonial relation, in effect 
removing certain demographics from the city, and by extension from public life—
cultural life, social life, political life—that exists therein. The dormitory town is 
connected to the world of labour and the world of labour alone, via transportation 
channels that ensure the production/reproduction cycle remains uninterrupted. 
Here the question of representation is connected to the wider problem of 
visibility, or lack thereof, and to the question of violence, not contingent on 
putative transgressions, but wholly gratuitous and structural14, positioning the 
often non-white poor, outside of the social contract. This long tradition of 
defilement is also the reason why there is something sticky between racialized 
subjects, women, zombies and the proletarianized masses. The conflation of 
women and mass unrest was a common trope of conservative discourse at the 
turn of the century. In his book The Crowd (Psychologie des Foules, 1895) Gustave 

le Bon had already addressed the crowd not as a 
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political agent but as a gendered subject: impulsive, irrational, gullible, 
unpredictable. Under capitalism, the collective is by definition illiberal. Popular 
revolt does not spell out political demands because the masses exist in the same 
state as the animal, outside of politics and history. 
  
In The Resurrection Plot15 (2015) Curnier Jardin stages what one could call a 
“carnival against capital” or a political somatics if you will, mobilizing a cast of 
outcasts and oddities, like the painter Giuseppe Arcimboldo, the ceramicist 
Bernard Palissy, and the writer François Rabelais, in order to undo the historical 
hegemony of the proprietary, patriarchal subject, who takes possession of the 
world around him, even when taking possession assumes a transcendental 
character, as object of knowledge or taxonomy. Carnival, as Terry Eagleton argues, 
“involves above all a pluralizing and cathecting of the body, dismantling its unity 
into freshly mobile parts and ceaselessly transgressing its limits. In a collectivizing 
moment, the individuated body is thrown wide open to its social surroundings, so 
that its orifices become spaces of erotic interchange with an “outside” that is 
somehow always an inside too. A vulgar shameless materialism of the body—belly, 
buttocks, anus, genitals—rides rampant over ruling class civilities.”16 

  

By conjuring the possibility of semantics as well as material metamorphoses, 
Curnier Jardin’s androgynous dancers with gargantuan heads and fishnet 
stockings, also depart from a notion of carnival as wholly constituted via its 
oppositional engagement with normative culture. Rather the artist reopens the 
marginalized history of the non-volitional body, blurring the boundaries between 
the relational and the individual, the animal and the mineral, the libidinal and the 
liminal. The project was developed collectively with the performers Curnier Jardin 
has worked with for several years.17 
  

 

  
Last but not least, Curnier Jardin opposes a Prothean energy to the Faustian spirit 
that came to dominate mainstream modernism, which seeks to rise above and 
distinguish itself from the merely human. The language of dynamism, discipline 
and vigor—central to the ideology of the industrial age—codified the imperatives 
of production visually: the movement towards abstraction is represented as an 
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upward motion, leading to the future; whereas the transmogrified or 
metamorphic form is assimilated to a downward motion, towards decadence and 
degeneracy. At length, as Frederic Jameson notes, the shorthand of visual 
representation or figuration will come to mark mass culture as “degraded” by 
comparison with the anti-visuality, the anti-representational convictions, of the 
various high modernisms.18 This is perhaps the reason why the visual tropes with 
which the Dadaists, the Surrealists and the German Expressionists experimented 
found no continuity within what became known as the canon of high-modernism. 
The scrapheap of aesthetics is filled of harlequins and witches, discarded bestiaries 
and forgotten deities. Rather than simply narrating a tale about sexual deviancy 
and aberrant behavior, Curnier Jardin’s syncretic blend of camp and queer, 
grotesque and ghostly, could be construed as an inquiry into what qualifies as 
deviance—artistically, as well as politically. 
  

Published in September 2018. 
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Pauline Curnier Jardin: Teetotum
Ahead of its screening on Channel 4 this Thursday at midnight, a preview of Pauline Curnier Jardin
Frieze Projects 2017 lm where a sunny circus holds some dark secrets

3:32

Mixing pop culture with elements of Surrealism, French artist Pauline Curnier Jardin’s theatrical films take history or myth as
their points of departure and use improvisation, excessive characters and strange forms to create a ‘patchwork
narration.’ Commissioned by Frieze Projects, Teetotum (2017) was first screened at Frieze London 2017 and will be screened
part of Random Acts on Channel 4, midnight 7 November 2017.

Pauline Curnier Jardin (b.1980, Marseille; lives and works in Amsterdam and Berlin) completed the Rijksakademie Van
Beeldende Kunsten residency in Amsterdam in 2015–16. Her installation Grotta Profunda Appronfundita, (made in
collaboration with the set-designer Rachel Garcia) was shown at the 57th Venice Biennale and she recently presented films
at Tate Modern (London). She has also shown at  Performa15 Biennial (New York), Palais de Tokyo, (Paris), M.I.T List Visual
Arts Center of Cambridge, ZKM (Karlsruhe), Haus Der Külturen Der Welt (Berlin), FUTURA (Prague), Museum of
Contemporary USP (São Paulo) and Musée d’Art Moderne (Paris). Curnier Jardin’s work can be found in the collections of
Fonds de Dotation Moulin - Galeries Lafayette (Paris), Collection Nationale des Arts Plastiques (Paris) and FRAC Centre
(Orléans), among others. Curnier Jardin was also nominated for the Prix Ricard 2017.

See the full schedule of Frieze Films / Random Acts on Channel 4 <http://www.channel4.com/programmes/random-
acts>  below:
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